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ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ

Настоящий

словарь

включает

в

себя

240

исторических,

географических, культурных, бытовых реалий, связанных с древним городом
Псковом и Псковской землёй. Многие места и события связаны с именами
людей, поэтому в словаре достаточно широко представлены статьи,
посвящённые личностям, которые так или иначе оставили след в истории
псковского края.
Основной задачей словаря является историко-культурная презентация
наиболее значимых реалий-«псковизмов». Под реалиями принято понимать
предметы материальной и духовной культуры, явления общественной,
политической, экономической жизни, имена национальных героев и
исторических деятелей, мифологических и фольклорных персонажей.
Словарь является одноязычным, выполненным средствами английского
языка с использованием транслитерации, транскрипции, семантической
кальки,

перевода,

англоязычного

описания

элементов

национальной

культуры и иллюстрирующих их примеров из энциклопедий, словарей,
переведённых

трудов

историков-краеведов

Псковщины,

известных

англоязычных литературных и научных источников. Вместе с тем в словаре
присутствуют признаки двуязычия, а именно, дополнительное введение
русских обозначений для ряда наиболее значимых для псковской культуры и
истории реалий. Отчасти это продиктовано желанием облегчить задачу
нахождения информации при отсутствии необходимого уровня словарной
поисковой компетенции на иностранном языке, с другой стороны, помочь
иностранцам, изучающим русский язык, зафиксировать и закрепить в памяти
аутентичную графику названий русских реалий.
Составители

словаря

выражают

надежду

на

востребованность

настоящего словаря в системе образовательных учреждений Псковской
области, исходя из того, что современное мировое образовательное
пространство трактуется в последние десятилетия как формирующийся
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единый организм, при этом важной тенденцией в его развитии является
значительное распространение нововведений при сохранении сложившихся
национальных традиций и национальной идентичности стран и регионов.
Последний тезис представляется чрезвычайно важным, поскольку
полноценное

участие

в

мировом

поликультурном

образовательном

пространстве предполагает, что каждый из его субъектов знает всё о себе, о
своих истоках, о том месте на земле, где он родился и живет. Человек должен
обладать тем, что по-английски называется «Sense of place» (Любовь к малой
родине) – только тогда он интересен для других и только тогда готов с
интересом принимать другую культуру, иное мировидение. В рамках нашего
словаря средством приобщения к историческому и культурному наследию
древней русской земли становится язык другой национальной культуры, что
является первым шагом к осознанию себя «вторичной языковой личностью»,
способной осуществлять диалог культур.
Кроме того, словарь может быть полезен гидам-переводчикам, а также
представлять интерес для англоязычных гостей и друзей Пскова.
В качестве учебной справочной литературы он рекомендуется для
использования

в

курсе

лингвокраеведения,

оснащения

учебной

лингвокраеведческой практики на английском языке на факультете
иностранных
исторического

языков,

а

факультета

также
в

для

студентов

и

преподавателей

рамках

основной

и

дополнительной

образовательных программ.
Словарь

подготовлен

в

соответствии

с

концепцией

Экспериментальной лаборатории билингвального регионоведения при
факультете

иностранных

языков

Псковского

Государственного

Университета.
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СТРУКТУРА СЛОВАРЯ И СЛОВАРНЫХ СТАТЕЙ
Словарь состоит из сводного перечня реалий Пскова и Псковской области
(реалий-«псковизмов») в англоязычном оформлении, расположенных в
соответствии с латинским алфавитом, и содержит дополнительные
материалы: предисловие с определением концепции словаря, списком
условных обозначений и списком источников цитирования.
Основная словарная статья словаря имеет структуру, представленную
следующими словарными зонами:
А. Заглавное слово
Б. Варианты заглавного слова
В. Пометы
Г. Толкование слова
Д. Отсылочная зона
Слова, включённые в словник, расположены в соответствии с латинским
алфавитом
Заглавное слово приводится в начале словарной статьи, с абзаца,
прописными буквами жирного шрифта. Варианты также выделяются
жирным шрифтом. Курсивом выделяются транслитерированные реалии.
ALEXANDRA NEVSKOGO TSERKOV.
После слова Russian в круглых скобках даётся обозначение реалии на
русском языке. Например: CHURCH OF ARCHANGELS MICHAEL AND
GABRIEL (Russian Церковь Михаила и Гавриила Архангелов).
Вариантные формы слова также приводятся в круглых скобках. При наличии и
графических, и лексических вариантов сначала приводятся графические варианты, а
затем после слова also следуют лексические варианты заглавного слова. Цель фиксации
вариантных форм – показать реальный процесс формирования англоязычного
обозначения элемента Псковской культуры. Например: BATTLE ON THE ICE, the
(also Battle of Lake Peipus, the)

В целом, проблема выбора того или иного способа номинации реалии в
качестве заглавного слова для словарной статьи в каждом отдельном
случае решается индивидуально. Например, в случе с гибридными
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образованиями Mirozhsky Monastery и Mirozh Monastery, Mirozhsky
Abbey/Cloister, а также калькой the Savior Monastery of the Mirozha и the
Spas-Mirozhsky Monastery, первый в этом ряду вариант является более
традиционным и часто употребляемым. Поэтому именно Mirozhsky
Monastery получает отдельную словарную статью, а другие способы
номинации данной реалии включены в особую зону словарной статьи,
предусмотренную для графических и лексических вариантов заглавного
слова.
В зависимости от частотности употребления, для рассматриваемой реалии
и её языкового варианта отводится отдельная словарная статья с
взаимными ссылками. Например:
PRIKAZNYE PALATY (also Administrative Chambers, the; Departmental
Chambers, the) architectural & historical the state administrative offices in
Pskov on the territory of the Kremlin that were built in 1692-1695 to replace a
burnt wooden one... => PRIKAZ
ADMINISNRATIVE CHAMBERS, the => PRIKAZNYE PALATY
Если наиболее распространённым является такой способ передачи
«псковизма» как калька, то заглавным словом выбирается именно она.
В качестве системы транслитерации использовалась система House Style,
основанная на British Standard. При передаче на английский язык
некоторых русских имён и фамилий (Александр, Мусоргский, Невский и
других) в качестве заглавного слова выбирается более традиционный
вариант, например: Nevsky, однако помечается его графический вариант
Nevski, зафиксированный CamEnc и American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language. Зона помет даёт также информацию о сфере
употребления слова (geographical, musical, historical, religious и др.).
Пометы ставятся перед толкованием значения реалии и выделяются
курсивом.
В зоне толкования слова приводятся дефиниции. Если слово использовано
в

различных

лексикографических

и

справочных

источниках,

оно
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цитируется.

Однако

в

большинстве

случаев

пришлось

составлять

дефиницию, экстраполируя найденные клише в аналогичных статьях о
топонимике, персоналиях и прочее, на рассматриваемые явления. Данная
зона также содержит элементы путеводителя.
Например:
Tserkov' Dmitriya Mirotochivogo (also Church of St. Demetrius, 1534, regular
services – ulitsa Plekhanovsky Posad, 74).
Иллюстративные примеры взяты, в основном, из существующих текстов,
что помогает обеспечить адекватное толкование реалий.
В отсылочной зоне после знака => (стрелка) помещаются заглавные реалии
обобщающего или уточняющего характера.
Например:
1. ALEXANDRA

NEVSKOGO

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
2. KROM (Russian Кром) architectural & historical beginning in 1392/1393 the
name used in Pskov chronicles for the Pskov fortress earlier called Detinets
E.g. In Pskov the Kremlin – called the Krom – stands on the east bank with its
defensive walls to the west. (Gippenreiter 1991, p. 43)
=> DETINETS
3. FILOSOFOVS’ ESTATE => BOGDANOVSKOYE
Тематическая классификация реалий-псковизмов определена в словаре
следующими группами: география, история, религия, быт, традиции и
обычаи, наименование некоторых промышленных и культурных объектов.
В

конце

словаря

помещено

приложение,

содержащее

полезную

информацию для туристов.
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СЛОВАРЬ
A
ADMINISTRATIVE CHAMBERS, the => PRIKAZNYE PALATY
ALEKSEYA S POLYA TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
ALEXANDER

NEVSKY

(also

Nevski)

(Russian Александр Невский) (1220? – 1263)
the Grand Prince of Novgorod and Vladimir
during some of the most trying times in the
country's history. Commonly regarded as the
key figure of medieval Russia, Alexander was
the grandson of Vsevolod and rose to legendary
status on account of his military victories over
the German invaders against the background of
shrewd

conciliatory

policies

towards

the

powerful Golden Horde. Born in Pereyaslavl’Zalessky Alexander, was the fourth son of Prince Yaroslav Vsevolodovich and
seemed to have no chance of claiming the throne of Vladimir. In 1236, however,
he was summoned by the Novgorodians to become knyaz' (or prince) of Novgorod
and, as their military leader, to defend their northwest lands from Swedish and
German invaders. After the Swedish army had landed at the confluence of the
rivers Izhora and Neva, Alexander and his small army suddenly attacked the
Swedes on July 15, 1240 and defeated them. The Neva battle of 1240 saved Russia
from a full-scale enemy invasion from the North. Because of this battle 19-year-old
Alexander was given the name of "Nevsky" (which means of Neva). This victory
coming just a year after the disastrous Mongol invasion of Russia strengthened
Nevsky’s political influence, but at the same time it worsened his relations with the
boyars. He would soon have to leave Novgorod because of this conflict. After
Pskov had been invaded by the crusading Livonian Knights, the Novgorod
10

authorities sent for Alexander. In spring of 1241 he returned from his exile,
gathered an army, and drove out the invaders. Alexander and his men stood up
against the Livonian heavy cavalry led by the Magister of the Order, Hermann,
brother of Albert of Buxhoeveden. Nevsky faced the enemy on the ice of
Chudskoe Lake and crushed the Livonian Knights during the Battle on the Ice
(Ledovoye Poboishche) on April 5, 1242.
E.g.: Russian Saint and national hero, called “Nevski” from the River Neva, on
which he defeated the Swedes. (OEED Alexander Nevski)
The most famous saint of the period was Prince Alexander Nevsky, whose only
claim to sainthood was his successful defense of Novgorod from the Swedes and
Germans which his contemporaries treated as a miracle. (Pospielovsky 1998, p. 41)

=> LEDOVOYE POBOISHCHE
ALEXANDER

NEVSKY

MEMORIAL, the (Russian памятник
Александру Невскому) architectural
the monument that was constructed in
honour of Alexander Nevsky’s victory
over the Teutonic Knights on Chudskoe
Lake in 1242, was unveiled on June 24th
1993 when Pskov was celebrating its
1090th anniversary. The monument, on
Sokolikha hill (Falcon Hill), just outside
the town, stands along the route that the
Russian warriors took to Ledovoye
Poboishche (the Battle on the Ice).
=> ALEXANDER NEVSKY; LEDOVOYE POBOISHCHE
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ALEXANDRA

NEVSKOGO

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
ALTAR’ (Russian алтарь) religious not
to be confused with the English word
“altar”.
E.g.: in religion, a raised structure or
place that is used for sacrifice, worship,
or prayer. [EncBr]; a table on which the
eucharistic elements are consecrated or
which serves as a center of worship or ritual. [WEUD]
ANASTASII

RYMLYANKI

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
ANASTASII CHASOVNYA => ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
ARINA RODIONOVNA (Russian Арина Родионовна) A. S. Pushkin’s nanny.
She is regarded as a symbol of warm care and
love. Arina Rodionovna was his grandmother’s
serf. At the age of 39 she was taken into the
Pushkin family and nursed all of their children.
She was offered her freedom, yet she turned it
down, choosing to stay on with the Pushkins.
Never spoilt by any extreme love and attention on
the part of his parents, Pushkin grew attached to
his nurse with all of his heart, even calling her
“Mother”. In summer Arina Rodionovna lived in a
small outhouse which is still called “Nanny’s
house”. The poet never forgot any of her artless tales, and in his poem “Eugene
Onegin” Arina Rodionovna served as the prototype for the nurse of the leading
female character – Tatyana.
ARKHANGELA

MIKHAILA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
12

B
BAKHTIN,

MIKHAIL

MIKHAILOVICH

(Russian

Бахтин

Михаил

Михайлович) (1895-1975) a Russian philosopher, literary critic, and scholar who
worked on literary theory, ethics, and the philosophy of language. In 1918 he
moved to Nevel (Pskov Oblast’), where he worked as a school teacher for two
years. It was at this time that the first "Bakhtin Circle" formed. The group
consisted of intellectuals with varying interests. It was in Nevel that Bakhtin
worked on a large work concerning moral philosophy that was never published in
its entirety.
BARDOVO ESTATE (Russian усадьба Бардово) geographical located in the
village Bardovo of the Bezhanitsy district, this estate with a park used to belong to
the noble family of the von Meyers. Among the structures left of the estate there
are a smithy, a barn, some sheds, cattle yards and a mill on the River Kopytovka, a
wooden granary and pavilions.
BATTLE ON THE ICE, the => LEDOVOYE POBOISHCHE
BEGUNOK (Russian бегунок) (also porebrik-begunok, begunets, literally – “the
runner”) architectural a decorative element on the drum and apses of Pskov
churches which appeared in the 15th century. (Cothren 2000, p. 58)
BELOVA ISLAND (Russian Остров Белов) geographical one of the three
islands

of

archipelago.

the

Talabsky

Belov

(former

Verkhny) is the western island.
There are about 60 houses in its
southern

part,

Pskov

Fish

Factory, an elementary school, a
store and an ancient monument –
Peter and Paul's Church. It was
built around 1470 and named in
honour of the Apostles Peter and Paul. In 1584 it was merged with the Pskovo13

Pechorsky Monastery and was completely reorganized after the Swedish attack in
1703. Currently the churh is the spiritual center of the Talabsky Archipelago.
Originally wooden, it was constructed by local fishers who traded the fruits of their
labor in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Riga, and Warsaw. Now the temple is being
actively reconstructed, it gains new vitality and spiritual power.
=>TALABSKY ARCHIPELAGO
BEZHANITSY

DISTRICT

(Russian Бежаницкий район)
geographical located

in the

southeast of Pskovskaya Oblast’
on the Bezhanitsy Highland.
44% of the district’s square is
occupied by agricultural lands.
Agricultural production plays
the leading role in the economy
of the Bezhanitsy district. In the territory of the district there is Polistovsky
Zapovednik (Polistovsky State Nature Preserve) – environmental protection
scientific research and ecological awareness facility of federal significance, the
first wetland preserve in Russia, founded in 1994. The major places of interest in
the Bezhanitsy district are: the Filosofovs’ Historical and Cultural Center, placed
in the noble family estate of the Filosophovs (late 19th century); Dvortsy village;
Dobryvichi village; site of an ancient settlement, first half of the 2d millennium
A.D., Gorodok village, northeast of Lake Tsevlo.
BOGDANOVSKOYE

(Russian

Богдановское) geographical an estate
park of the Philosophovs in the village
Krasnoye Solntse (lit. “Red Sun”) of
the Bezhanitsy district. The estate,
which for two hundred years used to
belong to the noble family of the
14

Filosofovs, is placed upon a hill. The chapel crypt of D.A. Filosofov is located in
the cemetery of Bezhanitsy settlement. It is built in neo-Russian style in 1908 on
the burial ground of D.A. Filosofov – the Minister of trade and industry of the
Russian Empire. The Filosofovs is one of the most ancient noble families.
BOGOYAVLENIYA S ZAPSKOVYA TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE

C
CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST => ECLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
CHAPEL OF ST. ANASTASIA => ECLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
CHERNUSHKI geographical (Russian Чернушки) a village 85 km north from
Velikiye Luki where A. Matrosov died. => MATROSOV, ALEXANDER
MATVEYEVICH
CHUDOTVORETS => WONDER-WORKER
CHUDSKOYE

LAKE

(also

Lake

Chud

Lake)

Peipus;

(Russian

озеро

Чудское)

geographical a large fresh water
lake, on the border between
Estonia and Russia in Northern
Europe, the fourth largest and
biggest transboundary lake in
Europe that discharges into the Baltic Sea, is shared by Estonia and the Russian
Federation. Its names originate from the three languages historically used in the
region: Estonian, Russian and German. The lake belongs to the watershed of the
Narva river, a 77 km-long watercourse that connects Chudskoye Lake to the Gulf
of Finland in the Baltic Sea. It covers 3,500 km², and has an average depth of 7 m,
the deepest point being 15 m. The lake is used for fishing and recreation, but
suffers from severe environmental degradation from industry. In 1242 it was the
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site of the crucial Battle on the Ice (known in Russia as Ledovoye Poboishche)
between the Livonian Knights and Novgorodians under Alexander Nevsky.
E.g.: On the Western shore of Lake Chud there are some predominantly Russian
settlements… (Fodor’s 89, p. 251)
1242, Nevsky defeats Teutonic Knights on the ice of Lake Peipus. (Fodor’s
89, p.77)
=> ALEXANDER NEVSKY; LEDOVOYE POBOISHCHE
CHURCHES OF PSKOV (Russian Церкви Пскова):

CHURCH OF ARCHANGELS
MICHAEL AND GABRIEL (Russian
Церковь

Михаила

и

Гавриила

Архангелов)

CHURCH OF THE ASSUMPTION
BY THE FERRY (Russian Церковь
Успения у Парома)

CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS
ON

USOKHA

(ON-THE-DRY-

SPOT) (Russian Храм св. Николы со
Усохи)
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CHURCH

OF

ODIGITRIA

THE

VIRGIN

(Russian

Церковь

Одигитрии)

CHURCH OF ST. BASIL ON THE
HILL (Russian Церковь св. Василия
на Горке)

CHURCH OF ST. ANASTASIA
THE ROMAN
(ST. ANASTASIA OF ROME)
(Russian Церковь св. Анастасии
Римлянки)
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CHURCH OF ST. ALEXIOS
FROM THE FIELD (Russian
Церковь св. Алексия с Поля)

CHURCH OF NEW ASCENSION
(Russian

Церковь

Новое

Вознесение)

CHURCH

OF

ST.

GEORHE

FROM VZVOZ (CHURCH OF
ST.

GEORGE

FROM

THE

DOWNHILL; CHURCH OF ST.
GEORGE

AT-THE-SLOPE)

(Russian Церковь св. Георгия со
Взвоза)
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CHURCH OF STS. JOACHIM
AND ANNA (Russian Церковь св.
Иоакима и Анны)

CHURCH OF ST. ILYA THE
WET (Russian Церковь св. Ильи
Мокрого)

CHURCH OF OLD ASCENSION
(Russian

Церковь

Старого

Вознесения)
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CHURCH OF STS. PETER AND PAUL
FROM BUOY (Russian Церковь св. Петра
и Павла с Буя)

CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS AT THE
MARKET (Russian Церковь св. Николы
от Торга)

CHURCH OF STS. COSIMA AND
DAMIAN FROM GREMYACHAYA
HILL (Russian Церковь св. Козьмы и
Домиана с Гремячей Горы)
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CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER
NOT

PAINTED

BY

HUMAN

HANDS AT ZHABYA LAVITSA
(Russian

Церковь

Нерукотворного

Образа с Жабьей Лавицы)

CHURCH OF STS. COSIMA AND DAMIAN AT THE BRIDGE (Russian
Церковь

св.

Козьмы

и

Домиана

с

Примостья)

CHURCH OF ST. VARLAAM OF
KHUTYN’

(Russian

Церковь

св.

Варлаама Хутынского)
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CHURCH OF THE HOLY CHRISM-BEARING WOMEN (Russian Церковь
Святых Жён Мироносиц)

CHURCH OF THE NICHOLAS AT THE STONE WALL (Russian Церковь
Николы от Каменной Ограды)

CHURCH OF ST. BARBARA THE
MARTYR

(Russian

Церковь

св.

Варвары Великомученицы)

CHURCH OF ST. DEMETRIOS IN
22

THE

FIELD

(Russian

Храм

св.

Димитрия Мироточивого в Поле)

CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS THE
WONDER-WORKER

AT

LYUBYATOVO (Russian Церковь св.
Николы Чудотворца в Любятово)

CHURCH OF JOHN THE
EVANGELIST ON MISHARINA
HILL (Russian Церковь Иоанна
Богослова на Мишариной Горе)

CHURCH OF STS. KONSTANTIN
AND HELEN (Russian Церковь св.
Константина и Елены)

CHURCH OF ST. ALEXANDER
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NEVSKY (Russian Храм Святого
Александра Невского)

CHURCH

OF

ZAPSKOVYE
Богоявления

CHURCH

EPIPHANY
(Russian
с

OF

IN

Церковь
Запсковья)

ST.

CLEMENT

(Russian Церковь св. Климента папы
Римского)

CHURCH OF RESURRECTION (Russian
Церковь Воскресения)
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=> ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE

CIVIL
(Russian

ARCHITECTURE
гражданская

архитектура) a relatively b ig
number of preserved merchant
houses – stone palaty (singular –
palata) of the 17th century.
Monuments of civil architecture
of that time are very rare for
Russia (most of the buildings at
the time were wooden and did not survive), and in Pskov in particular there is a
large collection of buildings erected at approximately the same time and in the
same very recognizable style. No other Russian town or city has this. Palaty have
two or three floors, of which only the upper one had living rooms; they are painted
in white and decorated by recognizable porches. In the Southern part of the Pskov
city center, next to Ploshchad' Pobedy, one finds the Pogankiny palaty (also House
of Pogankin; Pogankin Chambers, Ulitsa Nekrasova, 7), Pervye i Vtorye palaty
Menshikovykh (also First and Second Houses of Menshikov Family, Sovetskaya
ulitsa, 52), Tret'i palaty Menshikovykh ( also Third House of Menshikov Family,
Ulitsa Nekrasova, 10а), palaty u Sokol'ey Bashni – Dom Ksyondza (also House at
the Falcon Tower, Komsomol'sky pereulok, 5), and palaty na Romanovoy Gorke
(also House on St. Roman Hill, Sovetskaya ulitsa, 52; considerably rebuilt in 18th
and 19th centuries). At the left bank of the River Pskova we can see palaty
Yamskogo (also House of Yamskoy, ulitsa Vorovskogo, 6), palaty Guryeva (also
House of Guryev, ulitsa Krasnykh Partizan, 10), palaty Rusinovykh (also House of
Rusinov Family, ulitsa Karla Marksa, 10, not restored), dom Pechenko (also
House of Pechenko, ulitsa Gogolya, 43), and Solodezhnya – palaty Lapina (also
Malt Store – House of Lapin, ulitsa Gogolya, 42; in 19th century was rebuilt and
used as a storehouse). There are also palaty in Zapskovye: palaty Postnikovykh
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(also House of the Postnikov Family, ulitsa Olega Koshevogo, 2), and palaty
Trubinskikh (also House of the Trubinsky Family, ulitsa Leona Pozemskogo, 22,
rebuilt in 18th and 19th centuries). At Gremyachaya Bashnya (also Gremyachaya
Tower) in Zapskovye the building of a Tanning factory from 17th century is
preserved. Apart from these, the city center and Zapskovye preserved many
monuments of civil architecture, representing living houses and industrial
buildings of 18th and 19th centuries. Even though these buildings do not have such
a high profile as old palaty and churches, they definitely contribute to the beauty of
Pskov and remind of its past as a center of a provincial governorship.
=> POGANKINY PALATY

D

DEDOVICHI
Дедовичский

DISTRICT
район)

geographical

(Russian
as

an

administrative territorial unit, was formed on
August 1, 1927. The district is located in the
northeast of Pskovskaya Oblast’ and in the east it
borders on the the Novgorod Region. The district is situated in the upper stream
basin of the River Shelon and its tributaries. Within the districts area there are 16
rivers, 17 creaks and 40 lakes. The district is rich in mineral resources: deposits of
red and brown clays suitable to produce frost-resisting bricks and roofing tiles;
peat deposits; sand-and-gravel and limestone reserves. The basis of the district’s
economy is formed by food industry, power engineering and agriculture. The
Dedovichi land is rich in historic and cultural monuments. In the times of Prince
Alexander Nevsky the construction of military fortifications along the River
Shelon’ started. It was back then when a number of fortified towns were founded,
and amongst them the Dedovichi district’s Vyshgorod, now 760 years old. In
Vyshgorod also remain some historic monuments, including Mikhalyovo Estate, in
old days visited by A. Pushkin, N. Rerikh, M. Lermontov and V. Serov.
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DEPARTMENTAL CHAMBERS => PRIKAZNYE PALATY
DETINETS (Russian детинец) historical &
architectural the name for the Pskov
promontory fortress until the late 14th
century. (Cothren 200, p. 26)
E.g.: The residence of both the prince and
bishop were, as a rule, situated in the
detinets (citadel). (Dennis 2007, p. 41)
DMITRIYA

MIROTOCHIVOGO

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
DOVMONT

(Russian

Довмонт)

(also

Daumantas) (1240? -1299), a Lithuanian prince
best remembered as a military leader of the
Pskov Republic between 1266 and 1299. During
his term in office, Pskov became de facto
independent from Novgorod. After arriving in
Pskov, Dovmont was baptized into Eastern Orthodoxy, assumed the Christian
name Timofey. He led Pskovian armies against Lithuanians and defeated them on
the bank of the Western Dvina, proceeded to devastate the land of Duke Gerdenis,
and captured his two sons and wife. Dovmont's daring spirit, his friendly ways, and
the success of his military enterprise persuaded the Pskovians to elect him as their
knyaz, or military leader. According to Pskovian chronicles, no ruler was loved by
the citizens of Pskov more than Dovmont. After the Russian Orthodox Church
canonized him, he came to be regarded as a patron saint of Pskov. The
fortifications erected by Dovmont in Pskov's downtown became known as the
Dovmontov Gorod. A church to the memory of the blessed prince DovmontTimofey was consecrated there in 1574. His body was buried in Troitsky Sobor
(the Trinity Cathedral).
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DOVMONTOV GOROD (Russian
Довмонтов город) (also Dovmont
town) historical & architectural the
area of the Pskov fortress south of the
Persi wall and north of the Zastenye,
named for Prince Dovmont (ruled
1266-1299) who built his court and
several churches here. By the 14th century Dovmont Gorod was the religious center
of Pskov.
E.g.: From the south the Dovmontov Gorod wall, named after Prince Dovmont,
was linked to the Kremlin in the last third of the 13th century. (Fodor’ Soviet Union
1976/1977, p. 234)
This stronghold is entered through a series of archways, the first from the
river bank into Sredny Gorod (middle town) and the second from Sredny Gorod
into Dovmontov Gorod. (Insight Guides 2009)
In the 14th century the town continued to grow and prosper. An area
adjoining the Kremlin, called Dovmontov Gorod, was established. (Gippenreiter
1991, p. 48)
=> DOVMONT; ZASTEN’YE; PERSI
DNO (Russian Дно) geographical a town in
Pskovskaya Oblast’, located 113 kilometers
(70 miles) east of Pskov. The town remains to
a large degree economically dependent upon
rail-related activities. It was home to Dno air
base during the Cold War. Town Dno is the
most important transit junction in the Northwest Russia, which in 1997 celebrated
its 100th anniversary.
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E
ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE

(Russian церковная архитектура) the most
remarkable part of Pskov architectural heritage
– old churches, white, with one dome, very
typical bellfries and porches. These features
make a sharp contrast to other monuments of
Russian architecture of the same time and make
possible to talk about Pskov architecture style. The city preserved churches of
12th-15th centuries. In the major part of Russia all buildings of that time were
destroyed by Mongols and eventually by the wars Russian princes fought against
each other. Many Pskov churches were part of monasteries which are currently
destroyed or abolished. In the city center: Tserkov' Mikhaila Arkhangela (also
Church of Archangel Michael, 1339, with a hip bell-tower from 17th century,
regular services – Sovetskaya ulitsa, 18, next to the entrance to Kremlin); Tserkov'
Nikoly so Usokhi (also Church of St. Nicholas on Usokha; Church of St. Nicholas
on-the-dry-spot, 1536 – Sovetskaya ulitsa, 19); Tserkov' Odigitrii (also Church of
the Virgin Odigitria, 1685, completely rebuilt in 19th century, not restored –
Profsoyuznaya ulitsa, 1); Tserkov' Vasiliya na Gorke (also Churh of St. Basil on
the Hill, 16th century – Oktyabr'sky prospekt, 5, in the park); Tserkov' Anastasii
Rimlyanki (also Church of St. Anastasia the Roman; Church of Anastasya
Rimlyanka; Church of St. Anastasya of Rome; Anastasia Church, 1539, with a
bell-tower appended to the church in 19th century and in strong contrast with the
church – Oktyabr'sky prospekt, 9, in the park); Tserkov' Novogo Vozneseniya
(also New Ascension Church, 1467, rebuilt in 17th century, with a well preserved
bellfry – ulitsa Nekrasova, 20); Tserkov' Georgiya so Vzvoza (also Church of St.
George from Vzvoz; Church of St. George from the Downhill; Church of St.
George at-the-slope, 1494, looks especially impressive from the opposite bank of
the river Velikaya – Georgievskaya ulitsa, 1, one reaches the church from the
embankment of the river Velikaya); Tserkov' Pokrova ot Proloma (also
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Intercession Church at the Gap, Intercession Church “at the Вrеach”, 16th century,
the northern part of the church was built later, in 1581, after the siege of Pskov by
Stephan Batory – ulitsa Sverdlova, 1, next to Pokrovskaya Bashnya (also
Intercession Tower); Tserkov' Ioakima and Anny ( also Church of St. Joachim
and Anna, 1544, with a bellfty from 17th century – ulitsa Kalinina, 26); Tserkov'
Starogo Vozneseniya ( also Old Ascension Church, 16th century, regular services
– Sovetskaya ulitsa, 26a). At the left bank of the River Pskova – Tserkov' Petra i
Pavla s Buya (also Church of St. Peter and Paul from Buoy, 1373 – ulitsa Karla
Marksa, 2); Tserkov' Pokrova ot Torga (also Intercession Church at the Market,
1590, regular services – ulitsa Karla Marksa, 36), and Tserkov' Nikoly ot Torga
(also Church of St. Nicholas at the Market, 1676 – ulitsa Nekrasova, 35). In
Zapskoye: Tserkov' Kos'my i Damiana s Gremyachey Gory (also Church of St.
Cosima and Damian from Gremyachaya Hill, 1540 – Gremyachaya Gora);
Tserkov' Bogoyavleniya s Zapskovya (also Epiphany Church in Zapskovye; 1494,
with a separately standing five-column bellfry – ulitsa Gertsena, 7); Tserkov'
Nerukotvornogo Obraza s Zhabyey Lavitsy (also Church of the Redeemer Not
Painted by Human Hands at Zhab'ya Lavitsa, 16th century, regular services –
Pervomayskaya ulitsa, 27); Tserkov' Kos'my i Damiana s Primostya (also Church
of St. Cosima and Damian at the Bridge, 1463, ulitsa Leona Pozemskogo, 5);
Tserkov' Ilyi Mokrogo (also Church of St. Iliya the Wet; Church of St. “Wet”
Elija, 1677, rebuilt in 19th entury, regular services – ulitsa Volkova, 9); Tserkov'
Voskreseniya so Stadishcha (also Resurrection Church from Stadishche, 1532,
regular services of the Old Believers Church – ulitsa Nabat, 4a); Tserkov'
Varlaama Khutynskogo (also Church of St. Varlaam of Khutyn', 1495, regular
services – ulitsa Leona Pozemskogo, 53). In Zavelichye: Tserkov' Uspeniya u
Paroma (also Assumption Church at the Ferryboat; Assumption by the Ferry;
Dormition at the Ferry,1521, with a separately standing bellfry, regular services –
Rizhsky prospekt, 2, at the St. Olga Bridge opposite to Kremlin); Sobor Ioanna
Predtechi (also Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, 1240, the only preserved Pskov
church which was built in the Novgorod architectural style, regular services –
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ulitsa Maksima Gor'kogo, 1, at the bank of River Velikaya downstream from
Kremlin); Tserkov' Zhen-Mironosits (also Church of the Holy Myrrh Bearing
Women, 1546, regular services – at Mironositskoe Cemetery, Kommunal'naya
ulitsa, 11); Tserkov' Nikoly ot Kamennoy Ogrady (also Church of St. Nicholas at
the Stone Wall, 16th century, regular services – ulitsa Rozy Luxemburg, 17);
Tserkov' Klimenta (also St. Clement Church, 16th century – Ol'ginskaya
naberezhnaya, 16, on the bank of River Velikaya). A miniscule Chasovnya
Anastasii (also Chapel of St. Anastasia, 1911 – Rizhskaya ulitsa) next to St. Olga
bridge, was designed by a famous Russian architect Aleksey Shchusev, and painted
inside by no less famous painter Nikolay Rerikh. There also churches outside the
city center. Next to Pokrovskaya Bashnya there is the only survived Pskov
wooden church, Tserkov' Varvary Velikomuchenitsy (also Church of St. Barbara
the Martyr, 1618, regular services – ulitsa Plekhanovsky Posad). In the same part
of the city, Petrovsky Posad, at Dmitrovskoe Cemetery, one finds Tserkov'
Dmitriya Mirotochivogo (also Church of St. Demetrius, 1534, regular services –
ulitsa Plekhanovsky Posad, 74). On the left bank of River Pskova, among modern
buildings, stands Tserkov' Nikoly Chudotvortsa v Lyubyatovo (also Church of St.
Nicholas the Wondermaker at Lyubyatovo, 15th century, regular services). In the
North-Western part of Pskov, there is Tserkov' Ioanna Bogoslova na Misharinoi
Gore (also Church of John the Evangelist at Misharina Hill, 1547 – Alleynaya
ulitsa, 1). On the right bank of the river Pskova – Tserkov' Konstantina i Eleny
(also Church of St. Constantin and St. Helen, 16th century, regular services –
Krasnogorskaya ulitsa, 36). Finally, to the south of the city center next to Ploshhad'
Pobedy, there is Tserkov' Alekseya s Polya (also Church of St. Alexios from the
Field, 1540 – Sovetskaya ulitsa, 100). It is interesting that in the 20th century only
two churches were built in Pskov: Tserkov' Alexandra Nevskogo (also Church of
St. Alexander Nevsky, 1908 – Mirnaya ulitsa, 1) in Zavelichye and Tserkov'
Voskreseniya (also Resurrection Church) in 1997 at Orletsovskoe Cemetery.
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ESTATE (Russian усадьба) land ownership
comprises the houses and outbuildings and
supporting farmland and woods that surround the
gardens and grounds of a very large property, such
as a country house or mansion.
E.g.: …the old noblemen’s estate and mansions of
Moscow (Ostankino, Abramtsevo, Kuskovo)…
(Fodor’s 89, p.55)

F
FEOFILOVA PUSTYN’ (Russian Феофилова
Пустынь) geographical a sacred site for religious
believers, 75 km from Pskov, in Strugi Krasnye
district. In 1396, Reverends Feofil and Iakov
founded here the Church of Assumption of Virgin
Mary (Tserkov’ Uspeniya Bogoroditsy)

FILOSOFOV, DMITRY ALEKSANDROVICH
(Russian Философов Дмитрий

Александрович)

(1861-1907) minister of trade and industry of Russian
Empire. Filosofovs’ Estate is an estate park in village
Krasnoye Solntse (lit. “Red Sun”) of the Bezhanitsy
district. The Filosofovs – one of the most ancient
noble families in Russia.
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FILOSOFOVS’ ESTATE => BOGDANOVSKOYE

G

GANNIBAL, ABRAM PETROVICH (Russian
Ганнибал Абрам Петрович) (also Hannibal;
Ganibal; Ibrahim Hannibal; Abram Petrov) (16961781) an African Princeling who was brought to
Russia by Peter the Great and became a majorgeneral and a military engineer. He is best known
today as the great-grandfather of Alexander Pushkin,
who wrote an unfinished novel about him, “Arap
Petra

Velikogo”. The Empress Elizabeth had in

1742 given him the Mikhailovskoye estate in
Pskovskaya oblast’. Abram Gannibal and Christina Regina Siöberg had ten
children, including a son, Osip. Osip in turn would have a daughter, Nadezhda, the
mother of Aleksandr Pushkin.

GDOV (Russian Гдов) geographical a town in Pskovskaya
Oblast’, Russia,

situated on the river Gdovka, two

kilometers from its outflow into Chudskoye Lake. In 14311434, Pskovians built a fortress there, whose remains can
still be seen to this very day. The town was attacked on
numerous occasions by Swedes and Poles but was finally
returned to Russia in 1617. In 1780, Gdov formally acquired
the status of a town; its coat of arms was granted on May 28, 1781. In 1944, the
Wehrmacht deliberately destroyed Gdov's churches, which have been ranked
among the loveliest specimens of Pskovian medieval architecture. Beside the fish
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processing industry timber processing is well-developed in the district. The main
sightseeing spots of the district are the stone fortress constructed in 1431 on a
small hill on the left bank of the River Gdovka, the fortress kremlin – an ensemble
monument of historical and military architecture, as well as the family estate of
Count Pyotr Konovnitsyn – a friend and supporter of Mikhail Kutuzov, and a
participant of the Military Council in Fili. Cult constructions of the 15th-19th
centuries, merchant and nobility homes, as well as other public and civic structures
are of great value.
GEICHENKO, SEMYON STEPANOVICH (Russian Гейченко Семен
Степанович) (1903-1993) the head of Pushkinsky Muzei-Zapovednik (Pushkin
Museum-Reserve) in Pushkinskiye Gory. He had worked for over 30 years as a
director, or “khranitel’” of Mikhaylovskoye.
GEORGIYA

SO

VZVOZA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
GERDT, ZINOVY EFIMOVICH (Russian Гердт Зиновий Ефимович) (19161996) a Soviet/Russian theatre and cinema actor (“Adventures of Captain
Vrungel”, “Nine Days in One Year”, “The Meeting Place Cannot Be Changed”;
“Mary Poppins, Goodbye”, “The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private
Ivan Chonkin”), was born in Sebezh, Pskovskaya Oblast’.
GOROD (Russian город) administrative division town, city
E.g.: The stronghold is entered through the series of archways, the first from the
river bank into Sredny Gorod (middle town), and the second into Dovmontov
Gorod. (Louise 1976, p.69)
GORODETS (Russian городец) (literally
“little town”) architectural & historical
in Pskov, the southern area of the
Zastenye,

approximately

where

the
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church of the Archangels Michael and Gabriel was built in 1339. (Cothren 2000, p.
28)
=> ZASTEN’YE

GORODISHCHE (Russian Городище) architecture a medieval settlement
E.g.: The likelihood that the event actually occurred has been confirmed by the
excavations at Gorodishche (3 km from Novgorod) where the residence of the
Novgorod Princes was situated until the end of the 15th century. (Perry 2006, p.
291)
GREMYACHAYA
(Russian

BASHNYA

Гремячая

Gremyachaya Tower)

Башня)

(also

architecture

one of the most beautiful towers of
medieval Pskov. A lot of local legends
are connected with it. The legends
speak about an enchanted queen who
languished

in

captivity,

about

innumerable treasure and about evil
spirits. In summer 7033 (year 1525)
prince Vasily Ivanovich ordered his
clerk Misyura Munekhin to build a stone tower on Gremyachaya hill over the
Pskova river on the steep and in the same summer they built a hiding-place.
E.g.: Among them are the multi-storeyed Gremyachaya Tower, the low-built solid
Pokrovskaya Tower, and the ruins of the Varlaamskaya Tower. (Dennis 2007, p.
67)
GURYEVA PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE

H
HANSEATIC LEAGUE, the (Russian Ганзейский союз) historical an alliance
of trading guilds that established and maintained a trade monopoly over the Baltic
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Sea, to a certain extent the North Sea, and most of Northern Europe for a time in
the Late Middle Ages and the early modern period, between the 13th and 17th
centuries.
E.g.: Pskov, like Novgorod, had been part of the Germanic Hanseatic League –
trading network. (Gleason 2009, p. 105)
HOLY PSKOV-PECHORY DORMITION MONASTERY OF THE CAVES,
the

(Russian

Успенский

пещерный

храм)

=>

SVYATO-USPENSKY

PSKOVO-PECHERSKY MONASTERY OF THE CAVES, the
HOUSE AT THE FALCON TOWER (Russian Дом у Соколиной Башни) =>
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE OF GURYEV (Russian Дом Гурьева) => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE OF THE RUSINOV FAMILY (Russian Дом семьи Русиновых) =>
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE

OF

PECHENKO

(Russian

Дом

Печенко)

=>

CIVIL

ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE OF THE POSTNIKOV FAMILY (Russian Дом семьи Постниковых)
=> CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE OF LAPIN (Russian Дом Лапина) => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE

OF

MASON

(Russian

Дом

Масона),

the

=>

CIVIL

ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE OF THE TRUBINSKY FAMILY (Russian Дом семьи Трубинских)
=> CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
HOUSE ON ST. ROMAN’S HILL (Russian Дом на горке святого Романа) =>
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE

I
ICON / IKON (Russian икона) religious “ The word ‘icon’ is applied to mosaics,
frescoes, wooden panels, embroidery, sculpture and metal depicting subject-matter
essentially relevant to worship in the Orthodox Church”. (CamEnc 1982, p. 148)
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E.g.: Andrei Tarkovsky’s masterful film about the Russian ikon painter, Andrei
Rublev… (Smith 1976, p.226)

ICONOSTASIS

(Russian

иконостас) religious “stone, wood, or metal, usually separating the sanctuary
from the nave. The iconostasis had originally been some sort of simple partition
between the altar and the congregation; it then became a row of columns, and the
spaces between them were eventually filled with icons. In later churches it extends
the width of the sanctuary, though the height may vary, and is covered with panel
icons. The iconostasis is pierced by a large, or royal, door and curtain in the centre,
in front of the altar”. [EncBr]

IGOR’ (Russian Игорь) a Varangian
ruler of Kievan Rus from 912 to 945. Very little is known about him from the
Primary Chronicle. It has been speculated that the chroniclers chose not to enlarge
on his reign, as the region was dominated by Khazaria at that time. That he was
Rurik's son is also questioned on chronological grounds. He twice besieged
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Constantinople, in 941 and 944, and in spite of his fleet being destroyed by Greek
fire, concluded with the Emperor a favourable treaty whose text is preserved in the
chronicle. In 913 and 944, the Rus plundered the Arabs in the Caspian Sea during
the Caspian expeditions of the Rus, but it's not clear whether Igor had anything to
do with these campaigns. No Igor's activity is recorded in the chronicle prior to
941. Igor was killed while collecting tribute from the Drevlians in 945 and
revenged by his wife, Olga of Kiev. The Primary Chronicle blames his death on his
own excessive greed, indicating that he was attempting to collect tribute a second
time in a month. As a result, Olga changed the system of tribute gathering
(polyudye) in what may be regarded as the first legal reform recorded in Eastern
Europe.
=> OLGA OF KIEV
ILYI MOKROGO TSERKOV’
=> ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
IOAKIMA I ANNY TSERKOV’
=> ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE

IZBORSK (Russian Изборск)
geographical a village in the Pechory District of Pskovskaya Oblast’. The most
ancient and impressive landmark of Izborsk is the Izborsk fortress. The fortress
was removed from the town site to Zheravya hill in 1330, as the chronicler says:
“Izborsk should be put on the new place by Pskov’s posadnik Sheloga”. For many
centuries it was strengthened many times by strong, defensive buildings. The
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towers of the fortress were mostly round, the gate towers being square. Today we
can see the following towers: Lukovka (lit. “Bulb Tower”), Talavskaya Vishka (lit.
“High Tower”), Ryabinovka (lit. “Mountain Ash Tower”), Tyamnushka (lit. “Dark
Tower”), Kolokolnaya (lit. “Bell Tower”). In the fortress, not far from the entrance,
there is the Nikolsky Cathedral, the architectural monument of the first half of the
14th century, with the belfry built much later. At present the fortress is a part of the
reserve “Izborsk” and an object of museum exhibit. There is constant research and
restoration work on the territory of the fortress.
The village of Izborsk lies 30 kilometers to the west of Pskov, and to the east
from the Estonian border. According to the Primary Chronicle, the town was the
seat of Rurik's brother Truvor in 862. Although his burial mound is still shown to
occasional tourists, archaeological excavations of long barrows abounding in the
vicinity didn't reveal the presence of the Varangian settlement at the site indicating
that Izborsk was an important centre of the early Krivichs. The next mention of the
town in Slavonic chronicles dates back to 1233, when the place was captured by
the Livonian Brothers of the Sword. Pskov moved the fortress to a more
convenient site in 1302. The most ancient extant structure is the Lukovka Tower,
constructed in 1330. At that time the Lukovka Tower was the only stone building
west of Pskov, it adjoining a wooden wall. After seven other stone towers and a
new stone wall had been completed, Lukovka became a watch-tower. The Nativity
church within the fortress was built in the 16th century. Near the fortress there is a
museum of stone crosses. According to the Treaty of Tartu, in 1920 the RussianEstonian state boundary went eastwards of Izborsk and the town became part of
Estonia; in the early 1945 when both Russia and Estonia were parts of the Soviet
Union, the Russian SFSR/Estonian SSR boundary was moved westwards and
Izborsk became part of the Russian Federation. The Izborsk fortress is a pearl of
ancient Pskov architecture and the most recognizable symbol of the town.
Izborsk is also famous for the Truvorovo settlement, the old town's market
place and the large burial mount on Slovetskoye field dotted with stone crosses.
There are a lot of springs near Izborsk, and they all have their own names:
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Talavskiye, Ilinskiye, Bogoroditskiye, Slavenskiye and Nikitskiye. The biggest
springs are located mostly in the western part of Mal’skaya valley. They are called
Slavenskiye Kluchi (“Slavonic springs”) or “The springs of the twelve apostles”.
The first mention of these springs goes back to the 17th century. But in fact they
have been existing for more than thousand years. Going through limestone and
layers of clay the water becomes clearer but it still contains a lot of calcium and
mineral salts. Each Slavonic spring is reputed to have miraculous power and
healing properties of its own: one gives you health, another – happiness, a third –
love. That’s why you should drink water from each spring so that you could have
the full set: health, happiness and love. Mal’skaya valley with its unique natural,
historic and architectural monuments is the center of the territory of the reserve
“Izborsk”. The ensemble of the valley keeps the ancient layout of the town,
traditional settlements of peasants and estates of merchants, temples and defensive
buildings. The most significant architectural and archeological monuments of the
ancient town are: Truvorovo Gorodishche (“The Truvor’s Old Town site”) of the
8th century, the fortress of Izborsk of the 14th century, the Malsky monastery of the
15th century, churches, chapels, worshiped crosses. Archeological objects comprise
the main part of the present exhibition “The history of Izborsk from the 8th to 17th
centuries”, and the museum collection which ammounts to 46000 exhibits. Today
you can visit the museum and the tourist complex “The Peasant’s estate” with
“Pokhlyobochnaya” (a soup shop), “Blinnaya” (a pancake shop), a souvenir shop,
a modern house for visitors with the Russian bath house. For the tourists there are
interesting guided tours. Tourists can also enjoy riding, walking and boating.
=> MAL’SKAYA VALLEY; SLAVENSKYE KLUCHI; TRUVOROVO
GORODISHCHE;
IDRITSA (Russian Идрица) geographical a settlement in the Sebezh District
which used to be the Russian air base.
INTERCESSION TOWER => POKROVSKAYA BASHNYA
INTERCESSION CHURCH AT THE GAP => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
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IOANNA

BOGOSLOVA

NA

MISHARINOI

GORE

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
IOANNA PREDTECHI SOBOR => ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE

K

KAMNO (Russian Камно)
geographical a site of ancient settlement, situated 8 km from Pskov. It is famous
for its springs which are said to be curative.

KAREVO

(Russian

Карево)

geographical the village in Pskovskaya oblast’, the birthplace of M. P. Mussorgsky
KAVERIN, VENIAMIN ALEKSANDROVICH (Russian Каверин Вениамин
Александрович) (also Venyamin) (1902-1989) a famous Russian writer, born
Venyamin Aleksandrovich Silber in Pskov. The first Russian classic musical
"Nord-Ost" (2000) is based on his most famous novel “Dva kapitana” (“Two
Captains”).
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KERN, ANNA PETROVNA (Russian Керн Анна
Петровна), née Poltoratskaya (1800-1879) a Russian socialite and memoirist, best
known as the addressee of what is probably the best known love poem in the
Russian language, written by A.S. Pushkin in 1825 «Я помню чудное
мгновенье…» (“The magic moment I remember …”).

KERN ALLEY (Russian Аллея Керн) one of the most
picturesque and inspiring places in Miklailovskoye park, the alley of limes.
=> MIKHAILOVSKOYE

KHILOVO

RESORT

(Russian

Санаторий

Хилово) geographical one of the oldest resorts in Russia, established in 1865. This
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is the only unique resort in the northwest with the high concentration of hydrogen
sulfide in the curative poultice and mineral waters.

KHOLOMKI (Russian Холомки)
geographical the Neoclassical manor of Prince Gagarin within 17 km from
Porkhov, on the bank of the Shelon’ River, hosted an art colony that was
frequented by Kornei Chukovsky, Vladislav Khodasevich, Evgeny Zamyatin, and
Mstislav Dobuzhinsky.

KOBYL’YE

GORODISHCHE

(Russian Кобылье Городище) geographical a village in Samolva volost’ of the
Gdov district, not far away from the place, where in 1242 the Battle on Ice took
place. The town of Kobyla is related to the fight between Pskovites and Livonians,
which started in the 14th century over fishing areas. In the chronicles it is referred
to as an ‘offense spot’, i.e. related to an argument. In 1461 Pskovites and the
Livonian Order signed a five-year peace agreement that on that spot the Pskovites
would fish along their shore and the Livonians would fish along theirs. However,
in the 13th-15th centuries the mouth of the Zhelcha was not merely an
economically important spot for the Pskovites, but it was also strategically
significant – nearby important military roads met leading to Pskov. To reaffirm
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their influence in the area, in 1462 the Pskovites founded a town upon the ‘offense
spot’ and named it Kobyla. Its wooden walls on the southern side were covered
with a moat, from the east – with swamped lowland, and from the north – with the
Zhelcha’s ravine, while the western part was adjoining Chudskoye Lake. Breaking
the agreement, in March 1463 German Knights of the Cross approached Kobyla
and started bombarding it. After the artillery bombardment, they pelted the fortress
with flaming arrows, lent brushwood stacks against the walls and set them on fire.
The fortress of Kobyla came out of existence. Today, only the Archangel Michael
Church built in 1462 and its belfry built in 1854 remind of the past.
KONETS (Russian конец) plural Kontsy historical administrative and territorial
units having various rights in representative institutions in Pskov and various
responsibilities in financial, administrative and military affairs of the Pskov
territory.
E.g.: Each konets (quarter) enjoyed far-reaching autonomy: not only did it govern
itself through its own veche and officials, but it also possessed separately …a large
area outside the city limits. (Riasanovsky 2003, p. 72)
KONSTANTINA

I

ELENY

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
KOS’MY

I

DAMIANA

S

GREMYACHEY

GORY

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
KOS’MY I DAMIANA S PRIMOSTYA TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE

KOVALEVSKAYA, SOFYA VASILYEVNA (Russian
Ковалевская

Софья

Васильевна)

(1850-1891)

аn

outstanding

Russian
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mathematician. She was born in the village of Polibino, in Pskovskaya Oblast’.
She was the very first Russian woman to become an academician, and most
probably the best known Russian woman mathematician so far, writer and
publicist, the first woman in the world to become a professor of the Stockholm
University and a Corresponding Member of Petersburg Academy of Sciences.

KRASNAYA GORKA ESTATE (Russian
усадьба

Красная

Горка)

geographical

the

village

Krasnaya

Gorka,

Krasnogorskaya volost’, Dedovichi district. The author and architect are unknown.
This estate is first mentioned in documents of the 18th century. At that time it was
owned by Princes Mescherskys. The estate also belonged to the Kozhins family.
Maria Kozhina in 1879 sold the estate, the adjacent wasteland and plots of
surrounding villages to Countess Maria Stroganova, a descendant of the famous
Stroganovs. The Stroganovs built a few new stone structures in Krasnaya Gorka –
until now two of those buildings host a hospital. They thoroughly maintained the
big park and the pond.

KRYPETSKY

MONASTERY,

the

(Russian Крипецкий монастырь) architectural a Russian Orthodox monastery
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situated 23 km from Pskov. The monastery was founded in 1485 by St. Savva
Krypetsky, a Serbian monk from Mount Athos, in what was then described as
impracticable mire. Two years later, the Pskov Veche supported his establishment
by granting a large plot of land to the monks. Prince Obolensky had a road for
pilgrims built through the mire to the monastery. St. Savva died on 28 August 1495
and was interred in the then timber cathedral, which was rebuilt in stone in 1547
and still stands. Famous monks of the Krypetsky Monastery included Basil, who
described the life of St. Savva in the 1540s; St. Nilus, who founded the Nilov
Monastery on Stolbny Island; and the former chancellor Afanasy OrdinNashchokin, who had the monastery grounds greatly expanded and improved. In
the 18th century, the abbey fell into disrepair, but was restored by Evgeny
Bolkhovitinov, a bishop best known for his friendship with Derzhavin and the
latter's poems dedicated to him.

KRASNOGORODSK

DISTRICT

(Russian

Красногородский район) geographical is located in the southwest of Pskovskaya
Oblast’ 130 km from Pskov. The district borders upon five other districts of the
Region and the Latvian Republic. The population numbers 9 416 persons.The main
mineral resources of the district are peat, clay, and sapropel deposits. The district’s
industry is represented by enterprises producing bakery, pasta, dairy, charcoal,
processed timber goods and ready-made garments. The major places of interest in
the district are an ancient settlement (a rampart) on the River Sinyaya bank; the
estate of A. Peschurov, the nobility leader.
KRASUKHA (Russian Красуха) geographical a village in the Porkhov district. In
1943 near Krasukha a car with Hitlerites was blown up. The Germans broke into
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the village, drove all the inhabitants together in a barn, and set it on fire. 230
people died there. After the war there left no one to restore the village. In 1968 a
monument – a sculpture “The Mourning Pskovian Woman” was erected on this
site.

KREMLIN

(Russian

Кремль)

architectural an ancient Russian fortress, is situated at the confluence of the rivers
Pskova and Velikaya, at the right bank of the Velikaya river. It consists of two
parts. The first one is the inner fortress (Kremlin proper) with the Trinity
Cathedral. Next to the cathedral, there is a former veche square, where veche was
held in ancient times. The second part is the external Dovmontov Gorod. Unlike
the majority of other Russian fortresses, Pskov was largely involved in military
actions until the 18th century. That is why the city conserves a lot of fortifications,
many of them dating back to the 15th century. The inner fortress is the most
ancient part of the city. Walls with towers along the high bank of the Velikaya
(from the gun-slots there is an excellent view of Zavelichye), along the bank of the
River Pskova, and also the inner wall, were all built in the beginning of the 15th
century and later restored. In the Northern "corner" of the wall the covered
galleries descend from Bashnya Kutekroma (also Kutekrom Tower, 1400) to
Ploskaya Bashnya (also Flat Tower, 16th century). In the center of Kremlin one
finds the Trinity Cathedral, 1682-1699, rebuilt later, regular services) and the belltower of the 18th century. The first wooden Trinity Cathedral was built here in the
10th century. By the 12th century this construction was substituted with a stone
one. The cathedral was in fact destroyed and rebuilt several times and what we see
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now is the Trinity Cathedral built in 1699. This magnificent white edifice is
covered with carvings and crowned by five domes. For centuries it was the place
where Pskov’s princes were anointed for ruling. Nowadays, the Cathedral has
preserved its significance as the center of spiritual and cultural life of the city.
Since the first Russian cathedral dedicated to the Holy Trinity was built in Pskov, a
Russian proverb says, «There where is the Trinity there's Pskov». From the South,
the inner fortress is adjacent to an outstanding archaeological monument –
Dovmont town which used to maintain an immense density of churches, public
offices, and possibly even cemeteries. Currently only the foundations of the
churches are visible. The only historic building left there – Prikaznye Palaty (also
the Administrative Chambers, 1695) with a high restored porch. Inside the
building there are exhibition rooms of the Museum-Reserve, on the first floor the
interior of Prikaznye Palaty being restored. One more tower, Vlasyevskaya
Bashnya, is located in the part of the fortress wall facing the River Velikaya. The
most important archeological object in Pskov is a cultural layer, up to 7 meters
thick, within the fortress walls. Only seven hectares out of 215 have been
researched so far, so archeologists proceed with their work.
Access to Kremlin is free of charge, from 6:00 to 22:00 (the cathedral is open till
18:00); daily services in the Trinity Cathedral – morning and evening services. The
old city is located on quite a high hill – a limestone rock; here the Pskov Kremlin
was built, named Krom or Detinets. The gilded «onion» cupola of the Trinity
Cathedral could be seen on a sunny day from a distance of 30-40 kilometers.
Undoubtedly the Trinity Cathedral is a must-see monument of Pskov.
E.g.: Like Novgorod it (Pskov) centers round its Kremlin (or Krom), robustly
fortified and magnificently poised in a commanding position at the junction of two
rivers. (Maclean 1978, p. 270)
=> DETINETS; DOVMONTOV GOROD; PRIKAZNYE PALATY; TROITSKY
SOBOR; ZAVELICHYE
KROM (Russian Кром) architectural & historical beginning in 1392/1393 the
name used in Pskov chronicles for the Pskov fortress earlier called Detinets.
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E.g. In Pskov the Kremlin – called the Krom – stands on the east bank with its
defensive walls to the west. (Gippenreiter 1991, p. 43)
=> DETINETS
KSYONDZA

DOM

(PALATY

U

SOKOL’EY

BASHNI)

=>

CIVIL

ARCHITECTURE

KUNYA DISTRICT (Russian Куньинский район)
geographical is situated in the southeast of Pskovskaya Oblast’. The area of the
district comprises 2621 sq. km. The main industries of the district are production of
construction materials, forestry and timber-processing. Their major activities are
milk cattle breeding, flax and grain growing. The cultural legacy of Kunya district
are ancient settlements located on the riverbanks and lakeshores – villages
Anashkino, Zaluchye, Yamische, and Mikhaylovskoye, founded in the first
millennium B.C. In the district there are the Modest Mussorgsky estate-museum,
the museum of Land Lore and the museum of Battle Glory.
KURBATOV VALENTIN YAKOVLEVICH (Russian Курбатов Валентин
Яковлевич) born in 1939 in the town of Salavan in the Ulyanovskaya Oblast’, a
literary critic, writer, member of the Russian Writers Union. In 1962 Kurbatov
arrived in Pskov and lives there until now. V.Y. Kurbatov wrote prefaces to the
collected works of V. Astafyev, V. Rasputin, Y. Nagibin, B.Okudzhava, V.
Lichutin, K. Vorobyov. V.Y. Kurbatov is an author of many books (“Viktor
Astafyev: Literary Portrait”, “Before Night or Life in the Fields”, “Our Heavenly
Fatherland” and others).
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KUTEKROMA

BASHNYA,

(Russian

Башня

Кутекрома) the (also Kutekrom Tower) ("kuta" being the word for "corner)
architectural situated at the confluence of the rivers Velikaya and Pskova (between
two towers: The Vysokaya (High) and the Ploskaya (Flat) Towers), belongs to the
inner territory of Pskov Kremlin.
E.g.: The Kutekroma Bashnya (Tower) in the corner of the Kremlin walls was
where the poet Pushkin liked to look down over the river. (Insight Guides 2009, p.
222)

L
LAKE PEIPUS => CHUDSKOYE LAKE
LAPINA PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE

LIVONIAN ORDER (Russian Ливонский
Орден), the (also Livonian Order of Swordbearers, the) historical a military
order organized in 1202 by Albert of Buxhoeveden and composed of German
"warrior monks". Their rule was primarily based on that of the Knights Templar.
They were also known as the Livonian Order, Christ Knights, Sword Brethren, and
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The Militia of Christ of Livonia. The Brothers were incorporated to Teutonic
Knights in 1236. After Pskov had been invaded by the crusading Livonian Knights,
the Novgorod authorities sent for Alexander. In spring of 1241 he returned from
his exile, gathered an army, and drove out the invaders. Alexander and his men
stood up against the Livonian heavy cavalry led by the Magister of the Order,
Hermann, brother of Albert of Buxhoeveden. Nevsky faced the enemy on the ice of
Chudskoe Lake and crushed the Livonian Knights during Ledovoye Poboishche (
the Battle on the Ice) on April 5, 1242.
E.g.: The Germanic Knights by that time represented a merger of two Catholic
groups: the Livonian Order and the Teutonic Knights. (Gleason 2009, p. 73)
=> LEDOVOE POBOISHCHE

LEDOVOYE POBOISHCHE (Russian Ледовое
побоище) (also Battle on the Ice; Battle on Lake Peipus) historical a battle
between Novgorod and the Teutonic Knights on April 5, 1242 at Chudskoye Lake
(known in the West as Lake Peipus). The battle was one of the most significant
defeats sustained by Roman Catholic crusaders during the Northern Crusades,
which were directed against pagans and Eastern Orthodox Christians rather than
Muslims in the Holy Land. The crusaders' defeat in the battle effectively marked
the end of significant campaigns against the Orthodox Novgorod Republic and
other Russian territories in the aftermath of the conquest of Estonia.
E.g.: First, however, it was necessary to turn back the Teutonic knights, which he
(Alexander Nevsky) did in a Battle on Lake Peipus in 1242. (Hosking 2001, p. 65)
LEGAL CODE OF PSKOV, the => PSKOVSKAYA SUDNAYA GRAMOTA
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LOVAT’ RIVER (Russian река Ловать), the
geographical a river in Belarus and Russia. It flows out of Lovatets Lake in
northwestern Belarus, and follows north through Pskov Oblast and Novgorod
Oblast of Russia into Lake Ilmen. Its main tributaries are the Kunya, Polist, Redya,
and Robya rivers. The major city located along the Lovat’ is Velikiye Luki.
LUKOVKA BASHNYA (also Lukovka Tower) => IZBORSK

LYUBENSK-VECHASHA
ZAPOVEDNIK (Russian музей-заповедник «Любенск-Вечаша») (also reserve)
geographical the N. Rimsky-Korsakov museum in Pskov Oblast’ (13 km from
Plyussa) where he wrote eight of his operas there, including «Sadko», "The Tsar's
Bride", "The Tale of Tsar Sultan". => RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, NIKOLAY
ANDREYEVICH

LOKNYA DISTRICT (Russian Локнянский район)
geographical is located in the southeast of Pskovskaya Oblast’. The district’s area
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comprises 2 412 sq km. The district possesses large hunting grounds and abundant
fauna. Polistovsky Zapovednik is located in its territory. Among the major places
of interest in the Loknya district there are Stariye Lipy Village Park (landscape
architecture), 19th century – Stariye Lipy village of Mikhaylovskaya municipality;
17-18th centuries – Loknya settlement; St. Nicholas Church, 1867 – Golenischevo
village, Samolukovskaya municipality; St. Archangel Michael Church, mid 17th
century – Dunyani village, Samolukovskaya municipality; Church of Akhtyr
Mother of God, early 19th century – Ivankovo village, Loknya municipality; St.
Paraskeva Pyatnitsa Church, 17th century – Kamenka village, Miritinitskaya
municipality; Trinity Church, 17th century – Miritinitsy village, Miritinitskaya
municipality; early 19th century – Mikhaylov Pogost village; Trinity Church, early
19th century – Podberezye village; Memorial on the place of death of USSR Hero
Alexander Matrosov in Chernushki village, Samolukovskaya municipality.
=> MATROSOV, ALEXANDER MATVEYEVICH

M
MAID OF PSKOV, the => PSKOVITYANKA
MALT HOUSE => SOLODEZHNYA =>
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
MASON, DOM
(Russian Дом Масона) architectural a
Pskov modern-style building of the 19091910 named after L.L.Mason, a member of
the Pskov archeologic society.

MATROSOV, ALEXANDER MATVEYEVICH
(Russian Матросов Александр Матвеевич) (1924-1943) a famous Soviet infantry
soldier during World War II. On 23 February 1943, in the battle for the village of
Chernushki near Pskov, Matrosov threw himself onto a German pill-box, blocking
the machine-gun with his own body, to allow his unit to advance. For his self53

sacrifice in battle, Matrosov was posthumously awarded the distinction Hero of the
Soviet Union. Although the deed of Alexander Matrosov quickly became
legendary in the Soviet Union, the boy's actual background remains disputed.
Officially he was born in Dnepropetrovsk. Having spent his early youth in
orphanages and correctional camps, he was drafted in September 1942 and started
training in a military academy near Orenburg. In January 1943 he was sent to the
front as a private with the 91st Pacific Naval Volunteers Brigade, where he
accomplished his heroic deed. According to another version, Matrosov's real name
was Shakir'yan Yunusovich Mukhamed'yanov, and he russified his Bashkir name
to avoid ethnic discrimination in the orphanage. Sometimes Matrosov's deed itself
is contested, as well as the deeds of the 300 other Soviet soldiers who are said to
have thrown themselves on German machine-guns during the War. Yet whatever
Soviet propaganda contributed to the myth-building, in the countries of the former
Soviet Union the deed of Alexander Matrosov continues to be a well-known and
powerful symbol of self-sacrifice and despair that characterised the Great Patriotic
War. Memorial on the place of death of USSR Hero Alexander Matrosov in
Chernushki village, Loknya District of Pskovskaya Oblast’.
MEN’SHIKHOVYKH PERVYE I VTORYE PALATY (Russian первые и вторые
Палаты Меньшиковых) (also First and Second Houses of Menshikov Family)
=> CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
MEN’SHIKOVYKH TRET’Y PALATY (Russian третьи палаты Меньшиковых)
(also Third House of Menshikov Family)
=> CIVIL ARCHITECTURE

MIKHAILOVSKOYE
(Russian

Михайловское)

geographical the most attractive place
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of the Pushkin reserve in Pushkinskiye Gory (Pushkin Hills). It is the former
family estate of the Gannibal-Pushkins. In 1742 under the decree of the empress
Elizabeth the bay of Mikhailovskoye was granted to Abram Petrovich Gannibal.
This is the way the ancestors of Pushkin entered this place for the first time. The
estate with the house of masters and the houses for servants is situated on a hill,
which is over the Sorot’ River. A park, which turns into a pine forest, adjoins the
estate from the southern side; from the hillside there opens a beautiful view of the
Sorot’ river, and the large valley with lake Kuchane, behind which you can see the
Petrovsky Park. The old park of Gannibal hasn’t come down to our days but it is
now being reconstructed.
=> GANNIBAL, ABRAM PETROVICH; PUSHKINSKIYE GORY

MIROZHSKY MONASTERY
the (Russian Мирожский монастырь) (also Mirozhsky abbey; Spas-Mirozhsky
Monastery; the; Mirozh Monastery of Our Saviour, the; Mirozha Monastery,
the; Savior monastery on the Mirozha, the; Mirozhsky Closter, the)
architectural is situated at the confluence of the rivers Velikaya and Mirozha in
Pskov.The chronicle informs that Spaso-Preobrazhensky Sobor (also Cathedral of
the Transfiguration) built before 1156, was the first stone – made church in Pskov
to be decorated with wall paintings. This church was built at the initiation of
bishop Nifont of Novgorod. The cathedral of the Transfiguration was painted
immediately after its construction by Greek painters and their Russian pupils. In
the 18th century the murals were whitewashed over and forgotten. During repairs to
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the church in 1858, the ancient paintings were accidentally discovered beneath the
whitewash. New restoration work was begun in 1969. This last restoration project
is now nearing completion. Both from the inside and the outside cathedral was
seen as a stone-made cross. The world famous frescoes of the Cathedral of the
Transfiguration occupy an important place in the history of Russian and world
culture. By a UNESCO decision the cathedral has been included in the list of the
finest monuments of world art. The monastery used to be the centre of Pskov's
spiritual and artistic life, the first centre of chronicle-writing in Pskov, possessing a
rich library. Well-known epics had been written, copied and distributed in the
monastery for many centuries. On the grounds of the monastery, surrounded by a
stone wall erected in the 19th century to replace the wooden one, there is a
conglomeration of buildings belonging to different periods. The north part of the
monastery includes St. Stephan Church with the Holy Doors, an architectural
monument of the 16th-7th centuries. In the 18th century a new stone building was
erected next to St. Stephan Church – that of the Monks' Cells. To the west of the
Transfiguration Cathedral there are the Father Superior's Chambers (19th century)
resting on a high foundation with the 17th-century basements.

MAL’SKAYA

VALLEY

(Russian Мальская Долина) geographical the center of the territory of the reserve
“Izborsk” with its unique natural, historic and architectural monuments. The
ensemble of the valley keeps the ancient layout of the town, traditional settlements
of peasants and estates of merchants, temples and defensive buildings. The most
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significant architectural and archeological monuments of the ancient town are
Truvorovo Gorodishche (“The Truvor’s Old Town site”) of the 8th century, the
fortress of Izborsk of the 14th century, Mal’sky monastery of the 15th century,
churches, chapels, worshiped crosses. Archeological objects comprise the main
part of the present exhibition “The history of Izborsk from the 8th to 17th centuries”,
and the museum collection which ammounts to 46000 exhibits. Today you can
visit the museum and the tourist complex “The Peasant’s estate” with
“Pokhlyobochnaya” (a soup shop), “Blinnaya” (a pancake shop), a souvenir shop,
a modern house for visitors with the Russian bath house. For the tourists there are
interesting guided tours. Tourists can also enjoy riding, walking and boating.
MUSEUM arts (Russian виды музеев)
(2) Muzei-kvartira (Russian музей-квартира) – an apartment-turned-museum.
E.g.: Muzei-kvartira A.A. Bloka – the last house on Ulitsa Dekabristov, which runs
by the Mariinskii Theatre. This is the very house where Blok- the great Russian
symbolist poet of the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century – spent the
last 9 years of his life. (Moscow Times 16.02.2010)
(3) Muzei-usad’ba (Russian музей-усадьба) – an estate-turned-museum.
E.g.: On the first Sunday in June every year, lovers of Aleksandr Sergeyevich
Pushkin from all over the world congregate at the Mikhailovskoe Estate, now the
Pushkin Estate Museum. (Frommer’s 2008)
(4) Muzei-zapovednik (Russian музейзаповедник) – a preserve turned into a
museum.
E.g.: … at the Kolomenskoye State
Preserve

Museum.

(Moscow

Times

14.12.2009)
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MUSSORGSKY, MODEST PETROVICH
(Russian Мусоргский Модест Петрович)
(also Musorgsky) (1839-1881) a famous
Russian composer. The composer of "Boris
Godunov" and "Khovanshchina" believed that
the impressions he drew from the local folk
songs, tales and sayings served then plot of
his music. Mussorgsky is appreciated as the
first composer to introduce the incarnation of
human character to the world of music at
large. His most famous work, though, is
“Kartinki s Vystavki” (“The Pictures from the Exhibition”). The village of Karevo
in Pskovskaya Oblast’ is the birthplace of the composer. Not far away from Karevo
in the village of Naumovo there was an estate of his mother's parents. Another
M.Mussorgsky Estate Museum is located in Velikiye Luki, on the shore of
Zhizhitskoye Lake.

N
NABEREZHNAYA
Набережная)

street

(Russian
nomenclature

embankment.
Hotel "Zolotaya Naberezhnaya" – a
mini-hotel located in the historical
center of Pskov on the embankment
of the Pskova river opposite the Pskov
Kremlin. (http://virtualtourist.com)
NAMESTNIK religious in the religious sphere the representative of the Vladyka
who conducted the church’s affairs in a given city
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E.g.: In addition, other servitors were maintained as vicegrants (namestniki and
volosteli). (Perrie 2006, p. 226)
=> VLADYKA
NAUMOVO ESTATE, the (Russian Усадьба Наумово) geographical the
М.Mussorgsky museum in Pskovskaya Oblast’
=> MUSSORGSKY, MODEST PETROVICH
NERUKOTVORNYI

(Russian

Нерукотворный)

religious

in

Russian

Pravoslavnaya (Orthodox) Church tradition – in reference to icons.
E.g.: “Icon of Christ not made by hand”. (CamEnc 1994, p. 159)
NERUKOTVORNOGO OBRAZA S ZHABYEY LAVITSY TSERKOV’ =>
ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
NESTOR => POVEST’ VREMENNYKH LET

NEVEL’

(Russian

Невель)

geographical a town in Pskovskaya
Oblast’, located on Lake Nevel
242 km southeast of Pskov. The
district’s area is 2.7 ths sq km. The
most developed production activities
in the district are industry, trade,
transit, communication, agriculture.
Thus, the district’s enterprises produce means of communication, leather footwear,
garments, bakery, confectionery, pasta, sausages, canned powder dairy, butter, soft
drinks, flax fiber and lumber.
NIFONT OF NOVGOROD (Russian Нифонт
Новгородский) the Archbishop of Novgorod who
conducted a strong program of evangelism among
the pagan tribes of the northwestern territories
around Novgorod and Pskov and directed the
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construction of cathedrals in both Novgorod and Pskov. Between 1137 and 1142
the Mirozhsky Monastery was started in Pskov. At the Mirozhsky Monastery, he
also initiated the building of Spaso-Preobrazhensky Sobor (the Transfiguration
Cathedral) with frescos of the twelfth century that have have come down to our
days.
=> MIROZHSKY MONASTERY, the

NIKANDR

OF

PSKOV

(Russian

Никандор

Псковский) (1507-1581) (at Baptism Nikon) the Monk
Nikandr of Pskov was born into the peasant family in the
village of Videlebo in the Pskov lands. Having spent
several years in silence and severe ascetic deeds, Nikon
went to the monastery founded by the Monk Savva of
Krypetsk. He did not stay long there, and returned to his
own wilderness. To the end of his life the Monk Nikandr
remained a wilderness-dweller (that’s why they praise him
as "Monk Nikandr the Wilderness-Dweller"). In 1584 at
the graced place of the ascetic deeds of the Monk Nikandr, sanctified by his almost
half-century of prayer, there was built a monastery, which they began to call the
Nikandrov wilderness-monastery. Nikandr is one of the most respected Pskov
saints.

NIKANDROVA

PUSTYN’

(Russian Никандрова Пустынь)
religious the site famous due to
Monk Nikanrd who is said to be
a wonder-worker, a healer. This
is a place of pilgrimage for
religious believers who strongly
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consider this site to possess healing, miraculous properties.
NIKOLY

CHUDOTVORTSA

V

LYUBYATOVO

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
NIKOLY OT KAMENNOY OGRADY TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
NIKOLY OT TORGA TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
NILOLY SO USOKHI TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
NOVOGO

VOZNESENIYA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
NOVORZHEV (Russian Новоржев) (literally: "New Rzhev") geographical a
town in Pskovskaya Oblast’, located some 144 km southeast of Pskov, on the
Sorot’ River. The total land area of the district is 168,201 ha. The district is rich in
mineral resources (clay, sand, peat, gravel). The Novorzhev district is an
agricultural district. The main places of interest of the Novorzhev district are
Monument to Catherine II – the founder of the town, placed in 2002 to
commemorate the 225th anniversary of Novorzhev town; Soil rampart of the
fortification in Vybor village (15th century); Churches in Vekhno and Baruta
villages (18th century); State-protected forest parks in the villages of Altun (the
Lvovs Estate) and Krutsy (the Goryainovs Estate); the restored Church of Nativity
of Christ in Novorzhev, and Kazan Mother of God Icon Chapel in Zakhod village.

NOVOSOKOL’NIKI

(Russian

Новоржев) geographical a town in
the southern part of Pskovskaya
Oblast’, located on th e Maly Udray
River some 287 km southeast of
Pskov. Its square comprises 1616 sq
km. The basic branch of economy of
the

Novosokol’niki

district

is

agriculture, namely meat and milk cattle-breeding. Among picturesque landscape
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monuments there are the Chirikovsky Park in Gorozhanskaya municipality and a
lime-tree alley in Minkino village of Novosokol’niki municipality, both laid out in
early 19th century. Novosokol’niki and the district are linked with important
historic events and names of many a famous person: in Melekhovo village a
Russian philosopher, sociologist, publicist and ideologist of the revolutionary
Narodnaya Volya movement P.L. Lavrov was born (1823-1900); Bardino village is
tightly connected with the life of the Kirpichyovs, who gave Russia an entire
constellation of scientists in various fields, and in Mishnevo estate the Decembrist
A.N. Krenitsyn spent the last years of his life (buried at the Gorki cemetery in
Bologovskaya municipality).

O
OBLAST’ (Russian область) (also oblast) administrative an administrative
division in Russia frequently described as ‘region’. (DR 2002, p. 261)
E.g.: …The oblast surrounds and includes the city of Moscow, the capital of
Russia. Moscow oblast was formed in 1929. [EncBr]\
OKOLNY GOROD (Russian Окольный Город) historical & architectural the
area of Pskov between the wall of 1465 and the wall of 1375/80.
E.g.: In the 1380s a circle of external defensive structures was built – the Okolny
Gorod (the “Outer Town”) about 9 km length, and consisting of an earthern
rampart topped with a wooden wall. (Perrie 2006, p. 203)

OLGA OF KIEV

(Russian Ольга (Княгиня

Киевская) (890-969) is believed to be the founder
of Pskov. A Pskov woman of Varangian
extraction who married the future Igor’ of Kiev,
arguably in 903. Olga, after Igor’s death, ruled
Kievan Rus’ as regent for their son, Svyatoslav.
She was the first Rus’ ruler to convert to
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Christianity, either in 945 or 957. Olga was one of the first people of Rus’ to be
proclaimed saint, for her efforts to spread the Christian religion in the country. The
origin of the Pskov Trinity Cathedral dates back to the time of Princess Olga. After
she had been baptized in Constantinople in 957 Olga visited the native Pskovian
land. When Olga was standing on the left bank of the river, admiring the place
where Pskov would emerge shortly afterwards, and at that time covered with dense
woods and groves, she saw three sunrays coming from heaven and illuminating in
miraculous triple light the site where the Cathedral stands now. Olga understood
the miraculous sign from God. Olga decided to built here a church of the Holy
Trinity dedicated to Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Olga erected a cross on the spot,
which was later taken to the Cathedral, and upon her return to Kiev she sent much
gold and silver for the Trinity Cathedral (Troitsky Sobor) to be built. => IGOR’;
TROITSKY SOBOR

OLGA MONUMENTS

(Russian монумент Княгини

Ольги) architectural there are two monuments to St.
Olga in Pskov. The architects Z.Ceretely and Y.Klykov
gave the monuments as presents to Pskov on its 1100th
anniversary in 2003.

ONEGIN’S BENCH (Russian скамья Онегина)
one of the most picturesque spots in Trigorskoye
park in the shade of old limes and an oak tree. The
“bench” is associated with the scene in which
Onegin and Tatiana meet and declare their feelings.
=> TRIGORSKOYE
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OPOCHKA

(Russian

Опочка)

geographical a town in Pskovskaya
Oblast’, located on the Velikaya River,
130 km south of Pskov. The main
economic activity of the population
there

is

agriculture

and

produce

processing.

ORDIN-NASHCHOKIN,

AFANASY
(Russian Ордин-

LAVRENTIEVICH

Нащокин Афанасий Лаврентьевич) (16051680) one of the greatest Russian statesmen of
the

17th

century.

His

career

is

quite

unprecedented in Russian history, as he was
the first petty noble to attain the boyar title and
highest offices of state owing not to family
connections but due to his personal ability and
worth. In many things he anticipated Peter the
Great. He was absolutely incorruptible, thus
standing, morally as well as intellectually, far above the level of his age. He was
the son of a poor official at Pskov, who saw to it that his son was taught Latin,
German and mathematics. Ordin began his public career in 1642 as one of the
delineators of the new Russo-Swedish frontier after the peace of Stolbovo. Even
then he had a great reputation in Russia as one who thoroughly understood
"German ways and things". He was one of the first Russians who diligently
collected foreign books, and we hear of as many as sixty-nine Latin works being
sent to him at one time from abroad. He attracted the attention of the young Tsar
Alexius by his resourcefulness during the Pskov rebellion of 1650, which he
succeeded in localizing by personal influence. At the beginning of the RussoSwedish War (1656-1658), Ordin was appointed to a high command, in which he
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displayed striking ability. It was Ordin who first abolished the onerous system of
tolls on exports and imports, and established a combination of native merchants for
promoting direct commercial relations between Sweden and Russia. He also set on
foot a postal system between Russia, Courland and Poland, and introduced gazettes
and bills of exchange into Russia. With his name, too, is associated the building of
the first Russian merchant-vessels on the Dvina and Volga. But his whole official
career was a constant struggle with narrow routine, and personal jealousy on the
part of the boyars and clerks of the council. He was last employed in the
negotiations for confirming the truce of Andrusovo (September 1669; March
1670). In January 1671 we hear of him as in attendance upon the tsar on the
occasion of his second marriage; but in February the same year he was dismissed,
and withdrew to the Krypetsky monastery near his native Pskov. There he took the
tonsure under the name of Antony, and occupied himself with good works till his
death in 1680.
ORTHODOX (Russian православие) religious used traditionally (attributively)
in reference to the Russian Pravoslavnaya (Orthodox) Church. (DR 2002, p. 272)
=> RUSSIAN PRAVOSLAVNAYA (‘ORTHODOX’) CHURCH
ORTHODOX CHURCH => RUSSIAN PRAVOSLAVNAYA (‘ORTHODOX’)
CHURCH

OSIPOVA-WOLF,
ALEKSANDROVNA

PRASKOVYA
(Russian Осипова-

Вульф Прасковья Александровна) (17811859) the mistress of Trigorskoye. She was an
ardent admirer of A.S.Pushkin’s poetry. During
his exile Pushkin often visited her family.
=> TRIGORSKOYE
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OSTROV (Russian Остров) geographical a
town in Pskovskaya Oblast’. It is located on
the Velikaya River, 55 km south of Pskov.
The district is rich in deposits of clay, sand,
lime and peat. The main sightseeing spots of
the district are: Ancient fortress area – Zastenye , founded before 1341; suspension
bridges over the Rivers Chyornaya and Velikaya, (1853) – a unique architectural
construction; the Trinity Cathedral (1790); Tserkov’ Zhen Mironosits (the MyrrhBearing Women Church) (1819); a catholic church (1905); the house of merchant
Vladimirov (19th century); flax warehouse (1876); Zemstvo administration
building (1890); an old park in Gorai village and the remains of an old park in
Baron G.V. Rosen Estate.

P
PALATA (Russian Палата) (plural palaty) architectural palace, hall, chamber
(DR 2002, p. 279)
E.g.: During the 17th century the use of brick in secular constructions increased
mainly in Moscow, with its brick residences (palaty)… (Brumfield 1997, p. 3)
PALATY

U

SOKOL’EY

BASHNI

(DOM

KSYONDZA)

=>

CIVIL

ARCHITECTURE
PALATY NA ROMANOVOY GORKE => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY GURYEVA => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY RUSINOVYKH => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY POSTNIKOVYKH => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY TRUBINSKIKH => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY LAPINA => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PALATY YAMSKOGO => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PECHENKO PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
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PALKINO DISTRICT (Russian Палкинский район) geographical lies in the
southwest of Pskovskaya Oblast’. The total square of the district is 1191.2 sq km.
There are no large industrial enterprises in the district.
PECHORY (Russian Печоры) (also Pechery; Pechiory) geographical a town in
Pskovskaya Oblast’. Pechory is situated on the Russian-Estonian border, 50 km of
Pskov. The Russian poet Igor’ Severyanin wrote about Pechory: “Now it is buried
in the crevice, now it is raised on a hill, all in the tender verdure – Old Russian
town”. Pechory, one of the ancient towns in the Pskovskaya Oblast’, is a very
interesting monument of city building. One can see here historic buildings,
monuments of traditional defense and civil architecture, traditional for this area
homesteads with gates and household buildings made of local limestone. The main
attraction of the town is the Svyato-Uspensky Pskovo-Pechersky Monastery of the
caves. The monastery, originally located in the caves, gave the name to the town
(in Old Russian “cave” sounded like “pechera”). The fate of this monastery is
fabulous and unique. It was founded in 1473. The monastery is situated in a
beautiful valley with sand caves. It is a big spiritual and cultural center, one of the
biggest in the country male monasteries with ancient history, remarkable historic
and architectural buildings of 16-19th century. According to the 2002 population
census, the town had 13,056 citizens, including a few hundred ethnic Estonians.
The town of Pechory was founded as a posad near a famous Pskovo-Pechersky
Monastery in the 16th century and soon developed into an important trading place.
During the reign of Ivan the Terrible, Pechory was an important border stronghold.
It was besieged numerous times by Russia's enemies: Stefan Batory's forces sacked
the settlement during the Siege of Pskov (1581); the Swedes and the Polish
stormed Pechory in 1592, 1611, 1615, 1630, and from 1655 to 1657. After the
Great Northern War broke off, the Russians renovated the fortifications and in
Pechory Boris Sheremetyev began his campaign of 1701. Only in the 20th century,
the settlement that had been in oblivion for centuries, regained its status as a town
(1918). From February to December of 1918, Pechory was occupied by the
Germans. On March 29, 1919 (during the Estonian War of Independence) the town
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was captured by the Estonian forces. On the grounds of the Peace Treaty of Tartu,
Pechory and the territory around it, called Setomaa, were given to Estonia, and
Petseri, as it was called at the time, was the centre of Petserimaa (Petseri County),
one of the eleven counties that made up the Republic of Estonia. From August
1941 until August 11, 1944 during the World War II the town was occupied by the
German army. In 1944, however, Pechory and most of Petseri county were
annexed to Pskovskaya Oblast’ of the RSFSR. The territory has remained under
the Russian control ever since. The border treaty signed by Estonian Foreign
Minister Urmas Paet and his Russian colleague Sergei Lavrov on May 18, 2005
confirmed the 'line of control' (i.e Soviet-era border), and consequently left the area
to Russia.
=> SVYATO-USPENSKY PSKOVO-PECHORSKY MONASTERY OF THE
CAVES, the
PERSI (Russian перси) (also Pershi) historical the main southern wall of the
detinets, which marked the northern boundary of Dovmontov Gorod.
E.g.: The Persi rampart protected the Pskov Krom on the most vulnerable,
mainland site. (Dennis 2007, p. 38)
=> DETINETS; DOVMONTOV GOROD
PETRA

I

PAVLA

S

BUYA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
PETROVSKOYE (Russian Петровское) geographical the estate of Petrovskoye,
together with neighbouring Mikhailovskoye, was granted to Abram Petrovich
Gannibal by Empress Elizabeth in 1742. It was named in honour of Peter the
Great, Gannibal’s godfather. Pushkin took a great interest in the unusual life of his
great-grandfather, a Negro boy presented to Peter. On his first visit to
Mikhailovskoye he met Gannibal’s son, Pyotr Abramovich, who gave him the socalled “German biography”, a written account of Abram’s life. When Pushkin was
in exile at Mikhailovskoye, his mother’s cousin, Veniamin Petrovich, a poet and
musician who was able to appreciate Pushkin’s poetry, was living at Petrovskoye.
Pushkin visited Petrovskoye frequently, collecting material for autobiographical
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prose and notes about his ancestors. The Gannibal Museum display informs
visitors about the life and activities of three generations of the Gannibals.
PLESKOV (Russian Плесков) historical the original name of the city of Pskov,
which means “the town of purling waters”.
E.g.: The men of Pleskov set as their Knyaz’ Dovmont, Knyaz’ of Lithuania.
(Forbes 1970, p. 100)
PLOSHCHAD’ (Russian Площадь) urban place name square
E.g.: In the Southern part of the city center, next to Ploshchad' Pobedy, one finds
Pogankiny palaty (House of Pogankin, Ulitsa Nekrasova, 7). (Frommers 2008, p.
308)
PLYUSSA DISTRICT (Russian Плюсский район) geographical is located in the
northern part of Pskovskaya Oblast’. The territory of the district comprises 2,577
sq km. The district is rich in minerals: the extraction of limestone, dolomite, brick
and tile clay and quartz sands. The district possesses great peat reserves. The
district’s industry is mainly represented by timber and timber-processing, peatextracting and peat-processing branches. There are 80 farms in the district with
poultry breeding and dairy and meat production for their main activities. The major
places of interest in Plyussa district are the museum of N.A. Rimsky-Korsakov in
Lyubensk-Vechasha, the museum of M.V. Yamshchikova and Al. Altayev in Log
village of Lositskaya municipality, and an estate park of the second half of the 19th
century on Mt. Kharlamova.
POGANKINY PALATY (Russian Поганкины Палаты), the (also Pogankin
Chambers; the House of Pogankin) architectural in the 17th century it belonged
to one of the richest merchant families in Pskov – the Pogankins. The museum
possesses the unique collections of the silverwork (14-19th century) and the icons
of the Pskov icon-painting school (14-17th century). The archaeological division is
of noteworthy interest, as well as the exhibition of the applied art (18-20th century)
and the picture gallery. The collection of the museum includes about 500 000
items. Now it is Pskov State Museum of History, Architecture and Fine Arts. It
hosts one of the largest museum collections of northwestern Russia. First opened
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in 1876 the museum was devoted to the regional studies. By the beginning of the
20th century the museum exposition, which was based on the work donated by the
famous art collector Fyodor Plyushkin, has the second largest collection in Europe
among expositions of that type. Since 1968 the Pskov Museum was transformed
into the Pskov Museum of History, Architecture and Fine Arts. A newly formed
museum complex united architectural monuments of Pskov and branches in
various cities of the Pskov region. At present, the museum basic collection is
housed in the Pogankiny Palaty (17th century building that once belonged to the
rich merchant Sergei Pogankin). The exposition is composed of unique 12th-17th
century icons, exceptional silver works, archeological items, old print materials
and manuscripts. Among other prominent exhibitions of the Pskov Museum there
is an extensive representation of Russian artists’ works (Rokotov, Brullov,
Tropinin,

Kramskoy,

Repin,

Aivasovsky,

Benois,

Marc

Shagall).

Opened: from 11 am to 6 pm daily except Monday and the last Tuesday of the
month.
E.g.: Ancient residential houses were burnt down… The world-famous Pogankin
Chambers were blown up… (Cross 1949, p. 70)
The 17th century Pogankin House today contains the historical section of the
Art and Historical Museum. (Fodor’s 2008, p. 323)
However, there is an excellent museum, the Pogankin Chambers, where a
great deal of the iconographic art has been collected and displayed. (Lonely Planet
2006, p. 334)
POKROV (Russian Покров) religious on of the major festivals of the Russian
Pravoslavnaya (“Orthodox”) Church. The Russian word Pokrov, like the Greek
Skepi (Σκέπη), has a complex meaning. First of all, it refers to a cloak or shroud,
but it also means protection or intercession. For this reason, the name of the feast is
variously translated as the Veil of Our Lady, the Protecting Veil of the Theotokos,
the Protection of the Theotokos, or the Intercession of the Theotokos.
E.g.: The most sacred holiday of the Mother of God in Russia …Pokrov,
celebrated in October… The Pokrov (“Protection” or “Intercession”) of Mary is
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her veil or dress, which according to legend was brought from Jerusalem to
Byzantium in the fifth century…Marrigeable Russian peasant girls on Pokrov Day,
which was linked to the pagan worship of fertility, were granted special favours by
the Mother of God… (Hubbs 1993, p.115)
POKROVA

OT

PROLOMA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
POKROVA

OT

TORGA

TSERKOV’

ARCHITECTURE
POKROVSKAYA BASHNYA (Russian Покровская Башня) (also Intercession
Tower, the) architectural one of the towers of Pskov fortress, belonging to the
fortifications of Okolny Gorod (lit. “Outer Town”). It is a classical sample of the
Pskovian fortification architecture. The mightiest out of the total 40 Pskov towers
was the Intercession Tower and it was of great importance in the defence of the
southern part of the Outer Town. It was here that the fierce battle with the
detachments of the Polish King Stephan Bathory occurred on 8 September
1581. The defense of Pskov in 1581-1582 during the Livonian war (1558-1583)
was of great historic and moral importance. The war was unleashed by Tsar Ivan
the Terrible and his goal was to gain access to the Baltic Sea. The war resulted in
the exhaustion of Russia. Having fought against Sweden and the Polish –
Lithuanian Kingdom alone, Russia found itself to be very close to utter defeat and
the disintegration of the country.
E.g.: The settlement was bombarded from the Intercession Tower. (Orchard 1989,
p. 242)
POLIBINO (Russian Полибино) geographical the birth place of Sofia
Kovalevskaya, an outstanding Russian mathematician, the very first Russian
woman to become an academician, and most probably the best known Russian
woman mathematician so far, writer and publicist, the first woman in the world to
become a professor of the Stockholm University and a Corresponding Member of
Petersburg Academy of Sciences. Polibino is located in the Velikiye Luki district.
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POLISTOVSKY

ZAPOVEDNIK

(Russian

Государственный

природный

заповедник «Полистовский») (also Polistovsky Nature Preserve) geographical
located 300 km to the south from St. Petersburg. It is created in 1994/95 for
protection of the western part of Polisto-Lovat mire system, which is a unique
natural object. The main area (31 thousand ha) is occupied by bogs, high sub-shrub
muskegs mainly made up of brown bog moss, Chamaedaphne calyculata, heather
and cranberry. Forests (4.1 thousand ha) are present, with grass aspen forests and
birch forests with an additional mixture of lime, maple and oak. Parts of the spruce
and pine forests remain. Elk, alpine hare, wood grouse, black grouse are usual. Of
rare species in the Krasnaya Kniga (lit. “Red Data Book”) of the Russian
Federation there are: golden eagle, fish hawk, white-tailed eagle and black stork.
E.g. More than half the enormous Polistovo-Lovatskoye Swamp – a virtually
impassable wetland ecosystem of bogs, marshes, largest in northwestern Russia –
is protected in adjoining Polistovsky Zapovednik. (Riley 2004, p. 262)
POLONISHCHE (Russian Полонище) (from the word “polon”-“captive”)
historical before the 16th century the area between the Velikaya and the Pskova
rivers which was not within the walls of the city, and therefore where the prisoners
were taken during enemy attacks on Pskov.
E.g.: The inhabitants of Polonishche, hearing the bells, came to the aid of
Zapskovie. (Orchard 1989, p. 242)
POMEST’YE => ESTATE
PORKHOV geographical a medieval fortress and a town in Pskovskaya Oblast’.
It is located on the Shelon’ River, 75 km east of Pskov. The fortress of Porkhov is
believed to have been founded in 1239 by Alexander Nevsky. Landmarks include
the Saviour church (1670) and the church of St. Nicholas at Verkhny Most (1450).
Within 17 km from Porkhov, on the bank of the Shelon’ River, there is the
neoclassical manor of Prince Gagarin at Kholomki. In the early 1920s, Kholomki
hosted an art colony that was frequented by Kornei Chukovsky, Vladislav
Khodasevich, Evgeny Zamyatin, and Mstislav Dobuzhinsky. Volyshevo, the
former manor of the Stroganovs, is close at hand. The Porkhov district is situated
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in the east of Pskovskaya Oblast’. In the northeast there are deposits of mineral
‘Van Dyke’ dyes and peat. Another natural peculiarity is the presence of
investigated reserves of mineral, hydrosulfuric, sulfate-chloride and sulfatecalcium waters, as well as of ooze hydrosulfuric poultice.The economy of Porkhov
district is represented by agriculture, industry, trade and catering.
POSAD (Russian посад) historical a settlement, often surrounded by bulwarks and
a moat, by a town or a kremlin, but outside the town/kremlin, or by a monastery in
the 10th to 15th centuries. Usually it was inhabited by craftsmen and merchants,
known as posadskiye lyudi (posad people). In the Russian Empire a posad was a
small semi-urban settlement. A number of posads evolved into towns. Those by a
kremlin often gave rise to local toponyms, such as Nagorny Posad (Uphill
Settlement), and Kazanski Posad for the historical center of Kazan. Those by a
monastery often gave rise to cities named after the monastery, e.g., Sergiev Posad
is named after the nearby Troitse-Sergiyeva Lavra.
E.g.: Outside this was the commercial suburb, or posad, often again walled and
sometimes subdivided by walls into various sections. (Perrie 2006, 305)
No clear-cut division existed in the posad between quarters, occupied by the
nobility and the commoners. (Dennis 2007, p. 42)
POSADNIK (Russian посадник) historical an administrator of Pskov in the
Feudal Republic, appointed by the Prince or elected by the Kontsy or the Veche.
E.g.: If previously the term posadnik had been used for the governors sent from
Kiev, now the posadnik was elected from among the boyars and governed
Novgorod jointly with the prince. (Dennis 2007, p. 194)
The boyar posadnik became the chief city-state executive officer and even
exercised some judicial powers. (Gleason 2009, p. 62)
=> VECHE; KONETS
POSELOK (Russian поселок) administrative division a small country settlement
E.g.: The first season they came to the poselok, she and her husband pulled the
wild bushes, mowed and filled the plot with trucked-in dirt and sand. (Bertraux
2005, p. 185)
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POSTNIKOVYKH PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
PRAVOSLAVNAYA (Russian православная) (church) religious in reference to
Russian Pravoslavnaya (‘Orthodox’) Church
PRIGOROD (Russian пригород) administrative unit a settlement which used to
guard the border of the city; now approaches the main city.
E.g.: …the principal cities of Rus’ tended to fragment …their peripheries: their
former prigorody – satellite or subordinate towns. (Hosking 2001, p. 36)
PRIKAZ (Russian приказ) ministry; order [DR 2002, p. 315]
(1) historical ministry in Russia before Peter the Great
E.g.: …central government departments (prikazy) which supervised different facets
of urban life, and towns in different locations. (Perrie 2006, p. 308)
During the 1550s Ivan the Terrible improved the organization of his central
governmental bureaucracy by establishing a number of chanceries – later called
prikazy. (Madariaga 2006, p. 114)
(2) order, command
The air was full of rumours about Kerensky… Volia Naroda published a
prikaz launched by him at Pskov. (Reed 2007, p. 70)
PRIKAZNYE PALATY (Russian Приказные Палаты) (also Administrative
Chambers, the; Departmental Chambers, the) architectural & historical the
state administrative offices in Pskov on the territory of the Kremlin that were built
in 1692-1695 to replace a burnt wooden one. They stood on a high foundation. It
was the main administrative institution of the mayor's (posadnik’s) government of
Pskov in the 17th century. A lofty porch ascends to the first floor. There, in the
chamber, decorated with murals, the mayor himself met in sessions; the casket
with the state seal, the banner and the Pskov treasury were kept here too. Next to
this chamber, there was a big chamber for sub officials. The ground floor was
occupied by archives, and beneath there was a place for imprisonment of accused
criminals under investigation.
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E.g.: The only historic building is Prikaznye Palaty (Departmental Chamber, 1695)
with a high restored porch. Inside the building there are exhibition rooms of the
Museum-Reserve: On the ground floor – "Pskov during the Northern War", on the
first floor the interior of Prikaznye Palaty is restored. (www.virtualtourist.com)
The Administrative chambers (the state administrative offices) were built in
1692-1695 to replace a burnt wooden one. They stood on a high foundation.
It was the main administrative institution of the mayor's government of Pskov in
the 17th century. (MacRobert 1998, p. 17)
PRIMARY CHRONICLE, the => POVEST’ VREMENNYKH LET
PRINCE (Russian князь) historical (feminine: princess) a European title of rank,
usually denoting a person exercising complete or almost complete sovereignty or a
member of a royal family, but in some cases used to designate high-ranking nobles
[EncBr].
E.g.: Princess who was the first recorded female ruler in Russia and the first
member of the ruling family of Kiev to adopt Christianity. She was canonized as
the first Russian saint of the Orthodox Church. Olga was the widow of Igor I,
prince of Kiev, who was assassinated (945) by his subjects while attempting to
extort excessive tribute. [EncBr]
PROSPEKT (Russian проспект) city planning avenue
PSKOV (Russian Псков) geographical one of the most ancient towns. It is
situated at the very border of Russia, at the confluence of the Velikaya and Pskova
rivers. The city was first mentioned in chronicles in 903, but the date of its origin is
unknown and goes back to some very old times. For many centuries the city was
an outpost defending Russian lands against invaders from the West. Lying on the
famous ancient trade way "From the Varangians to the Greeks" in the border
region of Ancient Russia Pskov was engaged in trade with Western Europe. It's
known to be one of the most fortified cities of Russia. Pskov has an abundance of
Russian architectural monuments and paintings. The most famous of them are the
Mirozshsky Monastery (the 12th century frescoes) which is listed in the UNESCO
world heritage list, the Trinity Cathedral (the 12-17th century), ancient fortress in
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Stary Izborsk (the 14th century), Svyato-Uspensky Pskovo-Pechersky Monastery
of the caves in Pechory, Pskov Kremlin. Pskov is also famous for being an
important trade and cultural center. According to the Povest' Vremennykh Let
(Primary Chronicle), Kievan Prince Igor’ met his future wife, Olga, in Pskov. The
legend has a very bright and emotional description of their encounter on the
Velikaya River. As the legend describes it Olga was so clever and beautiful that
Prince Igor’ fell in love with her and married her, although she was not of a noble
descent. At the end of the 10th century the town was fortified by building the
Pskov’s Kremlin at the junction of the Pskova and the Velikaya rivers. While the
ancient state of Rus’ was going through the process of feudal disintegration in 1112th centuries, Pskov, just as many other Russian principalities did, started to move
towards gaining an independent status. Its northwestern location protected Pskov
from a long-lasting Mongol invasion (1240-1480), however it was just this
geographical position that led towards constant fight for protecting Russian State
from foreign invasion, including battles against the Livonians in 1240-1242 and in
1268-1269. In 1240 Alexander Nevsky, Russian national hero, won a victory over
the Swedes on the Neva River. Dependence on Novgorod, which was officially
ended by 1348, influenced Pskovs’s social and political organization. Principle of
princes’ elections and a mass assembly (the Veche) produced a system close to that
of medieval Venice or Genoa. However, as Moscow was becoming more and more
influential, Pskov was forced to leave this democratic system. Muscovites headed
joint campaigns against the Livonians and Lithuanians. Pskov’s independence
came to an end in 1510, when Grand Prince Vasiliy III abolished the Veche and
exiled several influential Pskov’s families. The 15-16 centuries were also the time
when architects from Pskov became famous throughout the country and were often
asked to work in Moscow and other major cities. The Polish and Swedish invaders
who assaulted the town in the late 16th – early 17th centuries were amazed by
Pskov’s magnificent white walls, towers and churches. A Polish courtier,
Piotrovski, wrote in 1581, "We are a mile away from Pskov. We admire Pskov. Oh
God, what a large city! It is just like Paris." During the Great Northern War (170076

1721) Pskov preserved its importance as a strategic and military base. Here Peter
the Great trained his forces to defeat the strongest Baltic power of that time –
Sweden. Pskov was not only an important stronghold, it also served a source of
inspiration. Local picturesque nature and rich cultural heritage attracted and
influenced such outstanding Russian personalities as A.S. Pushkin, M. D.
Mussorgsky,

and

N.A.

Rimsky-Korsakov.

Pushkin's

mother's

estate,

Mihailovskoye, was situated near Pskov and here the poet wrote a number of his
masterpieces, for example, the historical tragedy “Boris Godunov” and several
chapters from “Eugene Onegin”. Estate of Modest Mussorgsky’s grandparents was
situated in the village of Naumovo. The composer said that the roots of his music
were in the local folk songs, tales and sayings. There Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
got an inspiration for writing his famous operas such as «Sadko» and
"Snegurochka". Pskov is one of the oldest Russian cultural centers and has a lot to
offer both to those who are interested in discovering fascinating and picturesque
natural spots.
PSKOVA RIVER (Russian река Пскова), the geographical the main waterway
of the town.
PSKOV CHURCHES => ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
PSKOV HOTELS => WHERE TO STAY
PSKOVSKAYA OBLAST’ (Russian Псковская область) (also Pskov Region;
Pskov province) geographical a federal subject of Russia (an oblast’). Its
administrative center is the city of Pskov. The oblast’ borders the European Union
countries of Estonia and Latvia, as well as Belarus. It is the western most federal
subject of mainland Russia (i.e. excluding the exclave of Kaliningrad Oblast’). Its
major cities are the administrative center Pskov and Velikiye Luki. Area: 55
300 km². Population: 760 810 (2002 Census). It's the lake region including two
biggest lakes in Europe – Chudskoye Lake and Pskovskoye Lake, and varying
plentiful vegetation of forests, swamp and water systems; rich lands where berries,
mushrooms and medical herbs grow.
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PSKOV FEUDAL REPUBLIC (Russian Псковская феодальная республика),
the historical a Russian medieval state between the second half of the 13th century
and early 16th century. After the disintegration of Kievan Rus in the 12th century,
the city of Pskov with its surrounding territories along the Velikaya River,
Chudskoye Lake, Pskovskoye Lake, and the Narva River became a part of the
Novgorod Republic. It kept its special autonomous rights, including the right for
independent construction of suburbs (Izborsk is the most ancient among them).
Due to Pskov's leading role in the struggle against the Livonian Order, its influence
spread significantly. The long reign of Daumantas (1266-99) and especially his
victory in the Battle of Rakovor (1268) ushered in the period of Pskov's actual
independence. The Novgorod boyars formally recognized Pskov's independence in
the Treaty of Bolotovo (1348), relinquising their right to appoint the posadniks of
Pskov. The city of Pskov remained dependent on Novgorod only in ecclesiastical
matters until 1589, when a separate bishopric of Pskov was created and the
archbishops of Novgorod dropped Pskov from their title and were created
"Archbishops of Novgorod the Great and Velikie Luki". The Pskov Republic had
well-developed farming, fishing, blacksmithing, jeweler’s art, and construction
industry. Exchange of commodities within the republic itself and its trade with
Novgorod and other Russian cities, the Baltic region, and Western European cities
made Pskov one of the biggest handicraft and trade centers of Rus. As opposed to
Novgorod Republic, Pskov never had big feudal landowners, whose estates were
smaller and even more scattered than of those in Novgorod. The estates of
Pskovian monasteries and churches were much smaller, as well. The social
relations that had taken shape in the Pskov Republic were reflected in Pskov
Charter. Peculiarities of the economy, centuries-old ties with Novgorod, frontier
status, and military threats led to the development of the veche system in the Pskov
Republic. The knyazs played a subordinate role. The veche elected posadniks and
sotskiys (initially, an official who represented a hundred households) and regulated
the relations between feudals, posad people, izborniks (elected officials), and
smerds (peasants). The boyar council had a special influence on the decisions of
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the veche, which gathered at the Trinity Cathedral. The latter also held the archives
of the veche and important private papers and state documents. The elective offices
became a privilege of several noble families. During the most dramatic moments in
the history of Pskov, however, the so called "molodshiye" posad people (lowranking posad officials) played an important and, at times, decisive role in the
veche. The struggle between the boyars and smerds, "molodshiye" and "bolshiye"
posad people (high-ranking posad officials) was reflected in the heresy of the
Strigolniki in the 14th century and veche debates of the 1470s-1490s, which often
ended with bloody clashes. The strengthening of ties with Moscow, caused by
economic development and foreign policy objectives, Pskov’s participation in the
Battle of Kulikovo in 1380, and successful joint struggle against the Teutonic
Knights and Lithuanian feudals offered conditions for elimination of the
independence of the Pskov Republic. Some of the Pskovian boyars and merchants
tried to oppose the unification with Moscow, but the citizens didn’t support them.
In 1510, Grand Prince of Moscow Vasili III arrived in Pskov and pronounced it his
votchina, thus, putting an end to the Pskov Republic. The veche was dissolved and
some 300 families of rich Pskovians were sent away from the city. Their estates
were distributed among the Muscovite service class people. From that time on, the
city of Pskov and the lands around it continued to develop as a part of the
centralized Russian state, preserving some of its economic and cultural traditions.
PSKOV CHARTER, the => PSKOVSKAYA SUDNAYA GRAMOTA
PSKOV SCHOOL OF ICON PAINTING (Russian Псковская школа
иконописи), the school of late medieval Russian icon and mural painting that
grew up in Pskov in the late 12th century and reached its highest development,
especially in icon painting, in the 14th through the early 16th centuries. Pskov and
the larger city of Novgorod both remained free of Mongol rule in the two centuries
following the invasions of Russia in the mid-13th century and thus preserved and
transformed the Byzantine artistic tradition that was the basis of Russian art. Pskov
evolved a vital and highly accomplished school of its own. The earliest evidence of
an independent style at Pskov is the fresco decoration of the Mirozhsky monastery,
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executed by Greek and local painters in 1156. Although painted in a static, formal,
archaic manner close in style to Byzantine prototypes, these frescoes show a
particularly sombre and intense emotionalism that goes beyond even the typical
Russian emphasis on emotional expression. In addition there are integral elements
of the later, more developed Pskovian icon style: a classical monumentality, a
skillful use of intense colour, and a strong rhythmic quality of composition, all of
which distinguish it from Novgorod’s more prosaic, anecdotal art. In the course of
the 13th and early 14th centuries, especially after the introduction of the
iconostasis- a screen standing before the sanctuary on which a large group of icons
could be hung- icon painting assumed predominance over fresco. Pskov perfected
an extremely forceful style of icon painting that to the end of its development
combined a remarkably skillful expression with a somewhat archaic, even naive,
manner of presentation. Pskov’s isolation from Greek influence is especially
reflected in the persistent inclusion of local peasant types and decorative motifs
from folk art. At the same time, the Pskov school adopted the conventions of small,
elongated, graceful figures and delicate detail that by the 14th century had become
characteristic of Russian art, subjecting these outward forms to an intensification
of the peculiar local qualities already discernible in the early frescoes. The early
monumentalism led to a simplified, explicitly rhythmic composition in large colour
masses dominated by fiery orange-red and a deep “Pskovian” olive green. This
composition, which was particularly suited to the dark church interiors of this farnorthern city, exaggerated the generally contemplative character of Russian icon
painting into a sombre, almost oppressive poignancy. In 1510 Moscow, having
conquered much of central Russia, annexed Pskov as part of the growing national
state; thereafter the Pskov school gradually lost its independent significance.
PSKOVITYANKA (Russian Псковитянка) (also Maid of Pskov, the) musical an
opera in three acts by N. Rimsky-Korsakov. Rimsky-Korsakov wrote the libretto to
this, his first opera, which was based on the drama by L.A. Mey.
E.g.: The Maid of Pskov has realistically chaotic crowd scenes and preoccupation
with the natural setting of the text. (Boyden 2002, p. 278)
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PSKOVSKAYA SUDNAYA GRAMOTA (Russian Псковская Судная Грамота)
(also Legal Code of Pskov, the; Pskov Charte, the)a legal code of the Pskov
Republic, based on certain resolutions of the Pskovian veche, boyar council,
princely decrees, regulations of the Russkaya Pravda and common law. It reflected
the most important aspects of socio-economic and political life of the Pskovian
land in the 14th – 15th century. It protected private property, especially feudal
landownership, regulated procedures for official registration of landownership and
court examination of land disputes, defined the status of the so-called izorniks (a
category of feudally dependent peasants). Many articles of the Pskov Charter were
dedicated to trade relations, such as buying and selling, pawning, loans, hiring of
workforce etc. It provided for a death penalty in case of a political crime or regular
criminal offense. The charter became one of the most important sources of the
Sudebnik of 1497.
E.g.: The system in the Pskov Charter focused on precluding false claims that a
loan was made and precluding forgery of notes. (Russian history: Histoire russe,
1998)
PSKOVICH (Russian пскович) a male citizen living within the walls of the city
who had the right to be a member of the Veche and of the armed force, now: a
male citizen of Pskov. (Cothren 2000, p. 48)
PSKOVO-CHUDSKOYE

LAKE

(Russian

Псковско-Чудское

озеро)

geographical the biggest transboundary and fourth largest fresh water lake in
Europe, on the border between Estonia (part of European Union) and Russia. The
lake has several islands and consists of 3 parts: Chudskoye Lake is the northern
part of the lake which covers 2670 km²; Pskovskoye Lake is the southern part of
the lake which covers 710 km², and Teploye Lake – 170 km².
PSKOVO-PECHERSKY MONASTERY, the
=> SVYATO-USPENSKY PSKOVO-PECHERSKY MONASTERY OF THE
CAVES
PSKOVSKOYE LAKE (Russian Псковское озеро) geographical a part of
Pskovo – Chudskoye Lake.
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PSKOVSKY RAILWAY STATION (Russian Псковский железнодорожный
вокзал) (vokzal) was the scene of abdication of the last Russian tsar Nicholas II in
1917.
PUSHKIN, ALEKSANDR SERGEYEVICH (Russian Пушкин Александр
Сергеевич) (1799-1837) a Russian poet and prose writer, among the foremost
figures in Russian literature. The most famous Russian poet lived for some time in
the Pskov Oblast', which was then called Pskovskaya Gubernia. He was actually
expelled from both the Russian capitals and had to move here to his family's
estates. More precisely, Alexander Pushkin lived in the village of Mihailovskoye.
He actually wrote some of his masterpieces here. He was born in Moscow in an old
noble family: his mother's grandfather was Abram Hannibal, the black general of
Peter the Great. Pushkin showed promise as a poet during his years as a student in
a lyceum for young noblemen. After a riotous three years in St. Petersburg society,
Pushkin was exiled to South Russia in 1820. His offenses were the ideas expressed
in his “Ode to Liberty” and in his satirical verse portraits of figures at court. The
same year his fairy romance “Russlan and Ludmilla” was published; Glinka later
adapted it as an opera. In exile Pushkin was strongly moved by the beauty of the
Crimea and the Caucasus. The poems “The Prisoner of the Caucasus” (1822) and
“The Fountain of Bakhchisarai” (1824) describe his response to this beauty and
reveal the influence of Byron. “The Gypsies” (1823-24) expresses Pushkin's
yearning for freedom. In 1824 he was ordered to his family estate near Pskov,
where he remained under the supervision of the emperor until he was pardoned in
1826. Pushkin established the modern poetic language of Russia, using Russian
history for the basis of many works, including the poems “Poltava” (1828) and
“The Bronze Horseman” (1833), glorifying Peter the Great; “Boris Godunov”
(1831), the tragic historical drama on which Moussorgsky based an opera; and two
works on the peasant uprising of 1773-75 “The Captain's Daughter” (a short novel,
1837) and “The History of the Pugachev Rebellion” (1834). Pushkin's masterpiece
is “Yevgeny Onegin” (1823-31), a novel in verse concerning mutually rejected
love. A brilliant poetic achievement, the work contains witty and perceptive
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descriptions of Russian society of the period. Pushkin's other major works include
the dramas “Mozart and Salieri” and “The Stone Guest” (both 1830); the folktale
“The Golden Cockerel” (1833), on which Rimsky-Korsakov based an opera; and
the short stories “Tales by Belkin (1831) and “The Queen of Spades” (1834).
Pushkin died as a result of a duel with a young French émigré nobleman who was
accused, in anonymous letters to the poet, of being the lover of Pushkin's flirtatious
young wife. He was buried secretly by government officials whom Lermontov,
among others, accused of complicity in the affair. Most of Pushkin's writings are
available in English.
PUSHKIN HILLS => PUSHKINSKIYE GORY
PUSHKINSKIYE GORY (Russian Пушкинские Горы) (also Pushkin Hills;
Pushgory) geographical a town ca 400 km south of St. Petersburg, in Pskov
Oblast’, near Latvian border. Pushkinskiye Gory is a State Memorial HistoricalLiterary and Natural-Landscape Museum-Reserve of A.S. Pushkin in Pskov oblast’
which was established in honour of Alexander Pushkin. The reserve comprises
Mikhailovskoye, Trigorskoye and Petrovskoye musei-usad’by (estate-museums).
In the village of Mikhailovskoye, the place of poet's exile, Pushkin wrote the world
greatest literary pieces: the tragedy «Boris Godunov» and the poem “The Magic
Moment I remember…” that many Russians know by heart. Pushkin's grave is in
the Svyatogorsky monastery – a venue of pilgrimage for the poet's fans.
Pushkinskiye Gory district is located in the south of Pskov Oblast’. The territory of
the district comprises 1.1 ths sq. km. The basis of the production economic
capacity in the development of Pushkinskiye Gory district rests upon agricultural
production, industrial enterprises and construction organizations, as well as the
service sector. Pushkinskiye Gory settlement and Pushkinskiye Gory district are
integral with the name of Alexander Pushkin. Preserved and functioning in the
district, there is the pearl of Russian culture – the Svyatogorsky Monastery (17th
century) – where the body of Alexander Pushkin rests in peace. The State
Memorial Historical-Literary and Natural-Landscape Museum-Reserve of A.S.
Pushkin operates here, home to a scientific cultural center with a concert hall and a
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conference hall, as well as estate museums of Mikhailovskoye, Trigorskoye and
Petrovskoye.
PUSTOSHKA (Russian Пустошка) geographical a town in the southern part of
Pskovskaya Oblast’, located on the Krupeya River, 191 km southeast of Pskov. In
the district deposits of peat, brick clays and sand-and-gravel materials were
discovered and investigated. The economy of Pustoshka district is formed by
timber businesses, food industry and agriculture.
PYTALOVO (Latvian: Abrene) geographical a town in Pskovskaya Oblast’, the
administrative center of the Pytalovsky District. Latvia disputed the jurisdiction of
the area which it calls Abrene district until signing the 2007 treaty with Russia. By
the Latvian-Soviet Riga Peace Treaty of 1920, part of Ostrov uyezd, including
Pytalovo was passed to Latvia and since then the town was known by its Latvian
name Jaunlatgale (until 1938 when its official name was changed to Abrene).
During the interwar period it was the capital of one of Latvia's districts. After the
World War II, the Soviet Union transferred Abrene together with the eastern part
of the Abrene District from Latvian SSR to Pskovskaya Oblast’ of the Russian
SFSR. Most of the Latvian inhabitants left the town and the town was renamed
back to Pytalovo. This change of jurisdiction has been a matter of Latvian-Russian
disagreement since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The district has a number of
large peat deposits, reserves of sand and gravel suitable to produce construction
materials. 12 agricultural enterprises and around 20 farms operate in the district.
Their main activity fields focus on the production of milk and meat. The most
famous historic attractions of the Pytalovo district are Khram Velikomuchenikov
Borisa I Gleba (St. Martyrs Boris and Gleb Temple) in Vyshgorodok (first
mentioned in 1427) and Tserkov’ Rozhdestva Bogoroditsy (Church of the Nativity
of the Virgin) in Pustoye Voskresenye village – a unique monument of Pskov
architecture of the 15th century dated back to 1496. The building of the railroad
station built in the early 20th century is also worth visiting.
R
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RAYON (Russian район) (also raion) administrative division a division used in
reference to parts of towns and oblast’s.
E.g.: Staraya Russa… river port and capital of the Staraya Russa raion (sector),
Novgorod oblast (region), northwestern Russia, on the Polist River. [EncBr]
REGION (Russian регион) administrative division used frequently to translate the
term oblast’.
RESURRECTION CHURCH FROM STADISHCHE=> ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, NIKOLAY ANDREYEVICH (Russian РимскийКорсаков Николай Андреевич) (also Nicolai, Rimsky-Korsakoff) (1844-1908)
a Russian composer, one of five Russian composers known as The Five, and was
later a teacher of harmony and orchestration. He is particularly noted for a
predilection for folk and fairy-tale subjects, and for his extraordinary skill in
orchestration Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov lived in a picturesque place called
Vechasha. He actually wrote eight of his operas there, including some of his best
known ones: “Sadko"”, “The Tale of Tsar Sultan” and “The Tale of the Invisible
Town of Kitezh”. Rimsky-Korsakov died on his Lyubensk estate by his favorite
Pesno Lake. => LYUBENSK-VECHASHA ZAPOVEDNIK
ROKOSSOVSKY,

KONSTANTIN

KONSTANTINOVICH

(Russian

Рокоссовский Константин Константинович) (1896-1968) a Soviet military
commander and Polish Defence Minister, who is claimed to have been born in
Velikiye Luki.
RURIK => RYURIK
RUS’ (Russian Русь) historical the name given to a population or group of
populations, who, according to the most popular but by no means the only theory,
may have taken its name from a ruling warrior class, possibly with Scandinavian
roots. The name of the Rus’ survived in the cognates Russians, Rusyns, and
Ruthenians, and as an entail, the Rus’ are viewed by the modern Belarusians,
Russians, and Ukrainians, as the predecessors of the respective peoples. The
origins of the Rus’ as a warrior class are controversial. The question is whether
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East Slavic civilization owes an element of its cultural origin to the Scandinavian
rulers of the 9th-11th centuries, as implied by the Normanist theory, or whether that
heritage may be attributed exclusively to the Slavs, as the Slavists would have it.
Whereas most Western historians hold to the Normanist theory, many Slavic
scholars take strong exception to it and attempt to discover alternative origins.
Some take the view that the word Rus’ was not ethnically specific, but rather, like
Viking in the west or Varangian in the east, designated an occupation
("merchant/raider/mercenary") According to them, these occupations were filled
mostly by Norsemen at first, and later on, by East Slavs.
E.g.: During the Rus’ era, some old fortresses were enlarged or replaced with more
secure citadels, or Kremlins. (Poe 2003, p. 20)
Between the 10th and 12th centuries the political, economic and cultural center of
Rus’ was Kiev and its inhabitants were known as Rusichi. (CamEnc 1982, p. 61)
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH => RUSSIAN PRAVOSLAVNAYA
(‘ORTHODOX’) CHURCH
RUSSIAN PRAVOSLAVNAYA (‘ORTHODOX’) CHURCH (Russian Русская
православная церковь) religious Russian branch of Eastern Christianity
E.g.: After decades of persecution under the Soviet regime, the Russian Orthodox
Church (Russkaya Pravoslavnaya Tserkov’) is enjoying a huge revival.
(Lonelyplanet 2006, p. 77)
The Christian Church to which Rus adhered ... became known as 'Orthodox' ('rightdoctrinal', Russian Pravoslavnaya Church) (Millner-Gulland 2000, p. 103)
RYBNITSA (Russian Рубница) historical the Old Fish Market in Pskov, located
on the left bank of the Pskova River at the foot of the Krom. (Cothren 2000, p. 17)
RYURIK (Russian Рурик) (usually, Rurik) historical the semilegendary founder
of the Rurik dynasty of Kievan Rus. Rurik was a Viking, or Varangian, prince.
[EncBr]

S
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SAVKINA GORKA (Russian Савкина Горка) geographical a monument of old
times, situated 1 km from Mikhailovskoye. In IX – XIII centuries there used to be
a settlement with a developed network of crafts. The name ‘Savkina’ came into use
due to the preserved ancient grave stone with a half-obliterated inscription ‘In
summer 7021 the priest Savva put the cross’ (summer 7021 stands for 1513).It was
a favourite place of A.S. Pushkin, who even intended to appropriate these lands.
SEBEZH DISTRICT geographical is in the southwest of Pskovskaya Oblast’,
180 km from Pskov. In the district there are deposits of peat, brick clays,
construction sands and sand-and-gravel material identified and investigated. The
district economy is represented by the following industries: electro-technical,
timber-processing, and food-processing, polygraphic, production of construction
components, service sector, trade and catering, agriculture. Among the major
sightseeing locales of Sebezh it is possible to list the wonderful forests and
reservoirs totaling to over 360, the Holy Water spring – a memorial complex
dedicated to 150 Idritsa-Berlin Guard Division, Petrovsky Rampart, the foundation
stone at the site for the memorial structure dedicated to Zinoviy Gerdt – a Sebezh
native. Among the places of interest in the district a special position is taken by
Sebezh National Park, founded in 1996 to study and protect natural and cultural
complexes of the Pskov Lake Land. The park serves an important preserve to many
rare fauna and flora species, protected in the Northwest Russia, in Belarus – Valdai
Lake Land and in the Baltic States.
SEBEZH NATIONAL PARK, the geographical a habitat to many rare fauna and
flora species. About 200 bird species nest here, and 16 of those are listed in the
Russian Krasnaya Kniga (lit. “Red Data Book”), namely: black stork, osprey, erne,
golden eagle etc. The existent mineral water and curative poultice sources of the
park provide conditions for recreation and treatment.
SETO (Russian Сету) (also Setu) ethnonym ethnic and linguistic minority in
south-eastern Estonia and north western Russia. Setos are mostly Seto-speaking
Orthodox Christians of Estonian nationality. The Seto proclaimed themselves a
nation in 2002, being descendants of ancient Finno- Ugrians residing southwest of
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Lake Peipus in Northeastern Europe The bearer of tradition is the Seto community,
particularly leelo choirs. Seto traditions have been defined by an agrarian village
community and the Russian Orthodox Church.
E.g.: In summer 1996 I visited the field as a part of a research team, to study the
Setos, a transborder ethnic group that lives in Pechory District in the Pskov region
on Russia’s border with Estonia. (Wilson 2005, p. 8)
SETO LEELO (Russian Леело Сето) tradition a traditional way of singing where
music (a specific composite polyphonich-eterophonic melody and timbre of voice)
is combined with texts that follow particular rules and structures, being defined by
particular occasions and singing situations. As a cornerstone of contemporary Seto
identity leelo transmits lifestyle, language and traditions. Leelo-singers wearing
traditional costumes and the various traditional festivities have a symbolic
significance for the community and more widely throughout Estonia. The Seto
wish to reanimate the role of leelo in their daily lives, supports tradition bearers
and particular lifestyles.
E.g.: Another distinct characteristic of Seto culture, the Seto choir tradition of leel,
which involves improvisation… (Wilson 2005, p. 203)
=> SETO
SHELON’ RIVER, the (Russian река Шелонь) geographical a river in
Pskovskaya Oblast’ and Novgorod Oblast’ in Russia. The Battle of Shelon (July
14, 1471) between Muscovy and Novgorod Republic happened in between the
town of Soltsi and the mouth of Shelon’. It ended up with a victory of the
Moscovian army led by duke Kholmsky, and consequently resulted in the annexion
of Novgorod to Muscovy (1478).
SLAVENSKIYE KLYUCHI
(Russian Славенские Ключи) (also Slavensky springs; Slavonic springs)
geographical springs near Izborsk, all having their own names: Talavskiye,
Ilinskiye, Bogoroditskiye, Slavonic, and Nicolskiye. The biggest springs are
located mostly in the western part of Izborsko-Malskaya valley. They are also
called “Slavensky springs” or “The springs of the twelve apostles”. The first
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mentioning of these springs refers to the XVII cent. But they exist more then
thousand years. Going through the limestone and the layers of clay the water
becomes clearer but it still has a lot of calcium and mineral solts. Slavonic springs
are supposed to be healthy and to have miraculous power. There is a legend that
every spring has its own power. One can give you health, another – happiness, the
third – love. That’s why one should try the water from every spring in order to
have the full set: health, happiness and love.
E.g.: The locals you’ll pass totting water bottles are coming from the 12 Springs of
Happiness, Love, Health and nine other virtues. (Lonely Planet Russia & Belarus
2006, p. 339)
SNETOGORSKY MONASTERY, the (Russian Снетогорский монастырь)
architectural is situated in the Northern part of the city, at the high bank of the
River Velikaya (Snyatnaya Gora). It was founded in the 12th century, in 1993
returned to the Church and transformed in the female monastery. In
Rozhdestvesnky Sobor (Nativity Cathedral, 1310) frescoes from 1313 survived.
The monastery contains also Tserkov' Nikolaya Chudotvortsa (Church of St.
Nicholas the Wondermaker, 1519) and the monastery walls of 17th century. Next
to the monastery there is Tserkov' Petra i Pavla na Bereze (Church of St. Peter and
St. Paul at the Birch, 15th century, regular services) of former Sirotkin Monastery.
Dating back to the 13th century, it is listed as a historic and architectural
monument of national importance.
E.g.: …the visitor must bump, as we did, on a dirt track, five miles out of Pskov,
and visit the Church of Our Lady’s Nativity in the Snetogorsky Monastery (the
Church of one thousand and hundred frescoes, which is full of unrestored frescoes
of the 11th century… (Huxley 1952, p. 409)
SOBOR (Russian собор) religion (1) a council, synod, or convention.
(2) The principal church of a diocese, containing the bishop’s throne. (OEED
“Cathedral”). [DR 2002, p. 402]
E.g.: The most important Act of the Sobor was the restoration of the patriarchate.
(Pospielovsky 1998, p. 204)
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To the east, overlooking fields and dachas, is the Danilovsky Monastery, whose
tent-roofed Trinity Cathedral (Troitsky Sobor) dates back to the 1530s.
(LonelyPlanet 2003, p. 221)
SOBOR IOANNA PREDTECHI =>ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE
SOLODEZHNYA (Russian Солодежня) (also Malt House, the; Palaty Lapina)
=> CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
E.g.: Continue to No 42 Gogolevskaya street , the so called Malt House
(Solodezhnya). (Fodor’s Soviet Union 1976/1977, p. 235)
=> KONETS
SOVETOV, DOM (Russian Дом Советов) (also Council House, the;)
architectural was created in 1882 in Pskov on the basis of the Pskov Military
School, which was opened in 1859, reorganized into a military preparatory
gymnasium in 1868, and into a military gymnasium in 1873. It used to be a Cadet
Corps. It was based in the former public office building. Now the building houses
the government of Pskovskaya Oblast, official institutions.
SPASO-PREOBRAZHENSKY SOBOR => MIROZHSKY MONASTERY,
the
SPEGALSKY, YURY PAVLOVICH (1909-1969) (Russian Спегальский Юрий
Павлович) a professional stonesman, architect, restorer, who explored ancient
Pskov culture and restored a great majority of churches and the objects of civil
architecture in Pskov.
SREDNY GOROD (Russian Средний город) (literally – the “middle town”)
administrative&historical the area of Pskov enclosed by the wall of 1375/1380
south of Dovmont Gorod ( identical to the terms Zastenye and Staroye Zastenye
after 1375/1380.
E.g.: …Sredny gorod, around ul Pushkina, was the commercial centre, though little
remains of it or its 14th-century wall. (LonelyPlanet Russia&Belarus 2006, p.335)
=> DOVMONTOV GOROD; ZASTENYE
STARETS (Russian старец) religious [Russ. literally, “old man”] “In the Russian
Orthodox Church, a spiritual leader or councellor.” (OED)
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E.g.: The starets was generally an elderly monk who by meditation and prayer
acquired a power to understand and to guide those who came to him in trouble.
(Troyat 1979, p. 72)
STAROGO

VOZNESENIYA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
STEPHEN BATHORY (Russian Стефан Баторий) (1533-1586) a Hungarian
noble Prince of Transylvania (1571-1586), then King consort of Poland (15761586) and Grand Duke consort of Lithuania (1576-1586). He was a member of the
Somlyo branch of the noble Hungarian Báthory family. Many historians consider
him to be one of the greatest of the elected Kings of Poland. Stephen, together with
his chancellor Zamoyski, led the army of the Commonwealth in a brilliant decisive
campaign during the Livonian War (which formed part of the Muscovite wars
between Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy). Ivan the Terrible had invaded Livonia
and took Dorpat, Duchy of Courland, which a few years earlier had become a
vassal of the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth army routed the Russian force
at Velikiye Luki. In 1581 Stephen penetrated to the very heart of Russia and, on
August 22, laid siege to the city of Pskov, whose vast size and imposing
fortifications filled the little Commonwealth army with dismay.
STRIGOL’NIKI (Russian Стригольники) religious obsolete a heretical sect in the
Orthodox Church of the late 14th and early 15th centuries which was especially
strong in Novgorod and Pskov. (Cothren 2000, p. 58)
E.g.: The crime of strigol’niki was their criticism of several church practices…
They might have even preached against the existence of priesthood. (Moss 2002, p.
115)
STRUGI KRASNYE DISTRICT geographical is located in the northeast of
Pskovskaya Oblast’ 80 km from Pskov. Mixed forests occupy more than a half of
the district’s territory. Fauna and flora are diverse. There also are minerals: quartz
sand, clay, gravel and peat. Among the district most famous places of interest there
is Zalazy village of Khredinskaya municipality. Here in 1827 on October 14 the
meeting of Alexander Pushkin with his friend – a poet and a Decembrist – V.K.
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Kuechelbecker took place, while the latter was being brought to Dinaburg fortress.
The same post station in 1838 hosted composer M.I. Glinka during his stay. The
northern shore of the same lake, in Brovsk village, accommodates a unique park of
the former estate of P.L. Blok, the poet’s uncle. By the village of Porechye there
still remains a stone idol the ancient people used to worship.
SUNDIAL one of the most picturesque places in Trigorskoye, which represents a
round ground piece planted with oaks. The shadow of a pole in the center of the
sundial shows time in sunny days. => TRIGORSKOYE
SVYASHCHENNIK

religious

Russian

Pravoslavnyi

(‘Orthodox’)

priest,

clergyman. (DR 2002, p. 440)
SVYATOGORSKY MONASTERY, the (Russian Святогорский монастырь)
architectural the monastery, built in 1569 by a decree of Ivan the Terrible in order
to strengthen Voronich fortress – the Pskov forepost near the Russian-Lithuanian
border, is located 5 km from Mikhailovskoye on the eastern outskirts of
Pushkinskiye Gory. A.S. Pushkin is buried there.
E.g.: The final Pushkin site in this area, and perhaps the most picturesque, is the
Svyatogorsky Monastery, founded in 1569 at the command of Ivan the Terrible.
(Russian Life 1999, p.46)
SVYATO-USPENSKY PSKOVO-PECHERSKY MONASTERY OF THE
CAVES (Russian Свято-Успенский Псково-Печерский монастырь) (also
Pskovo-Pechorsky Monastery, the; Holy Dormition Pskovo-Pechorsky
monastery, the; Holy Assumption Pskov Caves Monastery, the) architectural a
male monastery, located on the Pechora River in Pechory, Pskovskaya Oblast’ in
Russia some 18 km from the Estonian border. The monastery was founded in the
mid-15th century, when the first hermits settled in local caves. The first cave was
built in 1473 (its modern facade was constructed in the 18th century). After the
monastery had been destroyed by the Livonian feudals, it was rebuilt by a
Pskovian dyak Mikhail Munekhin-Misyur in 1519. A posad appeared next to the
monastery, which would later grow into a town. In 1550s-1560s, PskovoPechorsky Monastery and its posad were surrounded by a wall with towers
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(eventually, these fortifications were rebuilt in 1701). The monastery became an
important outpost for defending the western border of Russia. In 1581-1582, it
withstood the siege laid by Stefan Batory’s army. In 1611-1616, the monastery
repelled the attack of the Polish army led by Jan Karol Chodkiewicz and
Aleksander Józef Lisowski and Swedish army led by Gustav II Adolf. PskovoPechorsky Monastery lost its importance after the Great Northern War of 17001721. In 1920-1940, Pskovo-Pechersky Monastery belonged to Estonia. The
monastery was one of the few acting male monasteries in the USSR, having been
saved from destruction by Pechory being Estonian territory before WWII. In
Soviet times, famous Russian mystic Sampson Sievers briefly lived and served in
the monastery.
=> PECHORY

T
TALABSKY ARCHIPELAGO (Russian Талабский архипелаг, Талабские
острова) (also Talab Islands, the) geographical the group of the islands is located
in Pskovskoye Lake, 23 km to the north-west from Pskov All the three islands of
the Talabsky archipelago got formed approximately 12 thousand years ago in the
place of a long stay of the edge of the glacier. The western island – named after
Belov (former Verkhny (“Upper”), – is the greatest, the eastern one – the island
named after Zalita and Talabenets Island, situated between them, – is the smallest
of all three, are divided by narrow straits.
The square of the largest Verkhny Island comprises 0.85 sq. km, Zalit Island – 0.62
sq. km, and Talabenets – only 0.07 sq. km. One of the most interesting peculiarities
of the Verkhny Island is “Great grove” situated in its north-western part. This is
famous Belov spruce – a part of the south taiga which used to be prevailing in the
north of the Pskov land. The first settler on the islands was a man from a FinnoUgric tribe Chud’ Tala, with the name of whom the name of the islands is
connected. There is also another version, according to which, the name of the
islands is connected to the name of the north-Latgale middle-eastern province
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Talava. It is known that in about 1470 at Verkhny a monastery was founded,
named after the Apostles Peter and Paul, by Reverend Dosifey Verkhneostrovsky
(or ‘of the Upper Island’). Later on, in 1584 the cloister was ascribed to the
Pskovo-Pechersky monastery, in 1764 – abolished, and the temple was turned into
a parish church. It is known that from this very place, from the Talab islands, Peter
the Great gathered shipwright for the fleet construction. In 1820 the settlements of
the Talabask and Verkhny Islands were renamed after the tsar Alexander Pavlovich
into Alexandrovsky Posad. The present names (Belova and Zalita) were given to
the islands after 1917.
TALE OF BYGON YEARS, the => POVEST’ VREMENNYKH LET
TALE OF IGOR’S CAMPAIGN => SLOVO O POLKU IGOREVE
TEUTONIC KNIGHTS, the (Russian Тевтонские рыцари) (also Teutonic
Order, the) historical a German based Roman Catholic religious order/military
order formed at the end of the 12th century in Acre in Palestine. During the Middle
Ages they were a crusading military order and wore white surcoats with a black
cross.
E.g.: First, however, it was necessary to turn back the Teutonic knights, which he
did in a Battle on Lake Peipus in 1242. (Jaques 2006, p. 65)
TIKHON OF MOSCOW (Russian Тихон Московский) (1865-1925) canonized
November, 1 [O.S. 19 October] 1981, New York City by the Russian Orthodox
Church Outside Russia. Saint Tikhon of Moscow born Vasily Ivanovich Bellavin
was the 11th Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia of the Russian Orthodox Church
during the early years of the Soviet Union, 1917 through 1925. From 1878 to 1883,
Vasily studied at the Pskov Theological Seminary. In 1888, at the age of 23, he
graduated from the Saint Petersburg Theological Academy. He then returned to the
Pskov Seminary and became an instructor of Moral and Dogmatic Theology. In
1891, at the age of 26, he took monastic vows and was given the name Tikhon in
honor of St. Tikhon of Zadonsk.
TORG (Russian Торг) historical the main public market of Medieval Pskov.
(Cothren 200, p. 67)
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E.g.: A prominent feature of many towns was the trading square (torg), usually
located at the central and accessible part. (Perrie 2006, p. 311)
TRIGORSKOYE (Russian Тригорское) geographical is included into Pushkin
Reserve, the former estate of Pushkin’s closest neighbors and friends the OsipovVulfs. Trigorskoye is situated 3 km to the west from Mikhailovskoye, on one of
the three hills, which gave the name to the estate. The way to this place passes by
lake Malenets, surrounded by the forest. The Osipovs lived in a large wooden
house near a pond. In 1918 this house burnt and was reconstructed in1962. Now it
is a museum. The interior of the house is restored close to the original one.
TRINITY => TROITSA
TROITSKY SOBOR (Russian Троицкий собор) (also Trinity Cathedral, the)
architecture the symbol of the entire Pskov land, for Pskov was regarded as
specially protected by the Holy Trinity. Here the state council of the ancient
republic administrated, the most important documents (public and private), and old
Dovmont's two-handle knight sword were kept, and the chronicle was written. The
Dovmont's sword with its gothic blade was forged in Austrian town of Passau and
in 15th century it was used as a symbol of the coronation of the prince of Pskov.
The shrine of the Saint Prince Vsevolod-Gavriil and Saint Prince Dovmont (crypt
with earthly remains) is the main sacred object of the Trinity Cathedral and for
Pskovian Christian people even today. The most famous state figures of ancient
Pskov still lie beneath the Troitsky Sobor. The Trinity Cathedral as one can see it
today was built at the end of the late 17th century in the Muscovite architectural
style, but received the same site and the same dynamic outlines by heritage. It
seems to focus all of the city's artistic energy in one spot. Excluding its cross; the
cathedral stands exactly 78 meters high, that is, as a 27-28 story modern building.
It was rebuilt a few times in the 10th, 12th and 14th centuries. The origin of the
Pskov Cathedral dates back to the time of Princess Olga. After she had been
baptized in Constantinople in 957. St. Olga visited the native Pskovian land. When
Olga stood on the left bank of the river, admiring the place where Pskov would
emerge shortly afterwards, and at that time covered with dense woods and groves,
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she saw three sunrays coming from heaven and illuminating in miraculous triple
light the site where the Cathedral stands now. Olga understood the miraculous sign
from God. Olga decided to built here the church of the Holy Trinity dedicated to
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Olga erected a cross on the spot, which was later
taken to the Cathedral, and upon her return to Kiev she sent much gold and silver
for the Holy Trinity church to be built. The Trinity Cathedral in Pskov is the oldest
Cathedral in honor of the Holy Trinity in Russia. The Pskovians called their city
"The House of the Holy Trinity." According to the tradition, the first, wooden
church was built in the 10th century. In the 12th century, it was replaced by a stone.
The third church on the same site was built in the 14th century. The present, fourth,
the two storeyed cathedral with five domes, besides the main church in the name of
the Holy Trinity, it has side-chapels. Today's interior of the Cathedral formed
beginning with the 17th century to this day. The seven-tier iconostasis dates back to
the time of the Cathedral's construction and has been preserved nearly intact. Its
intricate gilded high-relief carvings are made in the best traditions of the baroque
art.
E.g.: The Trinity Cathedral (Troitsky sobor, 1699) is the best reason to visit Pskov.
The gilded centre dome, as high as a 28-storey building, can be seen from 30 km
away on clear weather. (Lonely Planet 1996, p. 521)
TRINITY CATHEDRAL, the => TROITSKY SOBOR
TRUBINSKIKH PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
TRUVOROVO GORODISHCHE (Russian Труворово Городище) (also Truvor’s
old

town

site;

Truvor’s

Gorodishche)

architectural

the origin of Izborsk is the old town site, which appeared earlier than the fortress
on Zheravya hill. Architectural and archaeological, natural and historical
composition of Old Izborsk’s town site or Truvor’s old town site of VII-XVIII
century includes remaining earth walls and stone fortresses of one of the oldest
town-fortresses in Russia. The headland town site over the Old Town site lake is
separated from the cemetery, which now is also used, by earth wall and moat. In
the cemetery still you can see an ancient stone slab with crosses and specific
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symbols on it. One of the crosses refers to the 15th century and got the name
“Truvor’s cross” after the name of legendary founder of the town. Truvor was a
famous Viking warrior, who was sent by his brother Rurik to rule in Izborsk.
E.g.: They (the Scandinavians) moved to the west side of the river, settled at the
place called in modern times Truvorovo Gorodishche. (Duszko 2004, p.111)
Rurik settled in Novgorod, Sineus in Beloozero, and Truvor chose Izborsk,
hence the name of the first fortified settlement in Izborsk – Truvor’s Gorodishche.
(Dennis 2007, p. 4)
TSERKOV’ (Russian церковь) religious church
E.g.: The Church of the Trinity in Nikitniki (Tserkov’ Troitsy v Nikitnikakh) is a
fine example of Russian baroque… Look down on the pretty little 15th and 16th
century Pskov-style Church of St. Anne’s Conception (Tserkov’ Zachatiya Anny).
(LonelyPlanet 2003, p. 68)
TSERKOV’ MIKHAILA ARHANGELA
TSERKOV’ NIKOLY SO USOKHI
TSERKOV’ ODIGITRII
TSERKOV’ VASILIYA NA GORKE
TSERKOV’ ANASTASII RIMLYANKI
TSERKOV’ ILYI MOKROGO
TSERKOV’ NOVOGO VOZNESENIYA
TSERKOV’ GEORGIYA SO VZVOZA
TSERKOV’ POKROVA OT PROLOMA
TSERKOV’ IOAKIMA I ANNY
TSERKOV’ STAROGO VOZNESENIYA
TSERKOV’ PETRA I PAVLA S BUYA
TSERKOV’ POKROVA OT TORGA
TSERKOV’ NIKOLY OT TORGA
TSERKOV’ KOS’MY I DAMIANA S GREMYACHEY GORY
TSERKOV’ KOS’MY I DAMIANA S PRIMOSTYA
TSERKOV’ BOGOYAVLENYA S ZAPSKOVYA
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TSERKOV’ NERUKOTVORNOGO OBRAZA S ZHABYEY LAVITSY
TSERKOV’ VOSKRESENYA SO STADISHCHA
TSERKOV’ VARLAAMA KHUTYNSKOGO
TSERKOV’ USPENIYA U PAROMA
TSERKOV’ ZHEN-MIRONOSITS
TSERKOV’ NIKOLY OT KAMENNOY OGRADY
TSERKOV’ VARVARY VELIKOMUCHENITSY
TSERKOV’ DMITRIYA MIROTOCHIVOGO
TSERKOV’ NIKOLY CHUDOTVORTSA V LYUBYATOVO
TSERKOV’ IOANNA BOGOSLOVA NA MISHARINOI GORE
TSERKOV’ KONSTANTINA I ELENY
TSERKOV’ ALEKSEYA S POLYA
TSERKOV’ ALEKSANDRA NEVSKOGO
TSERKOV’ VISKRESENIYA
ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE

TYNYANOV,

YURY

NIKOLAYEVICH

(Russian

Тынянов

Юрий

Николаевич) (1894-1943) one of the important Russian writers. In 1922
Tynyanov took patronage over the literary group Serapionovy Bratya (“The
Serapion Brothers”). The group was initiated by Yevgeni Zamyatin who professed
that "true literature can be created only by madmen, hermits, heretics, dreamers,
rebels, and skeptics" at his literary seminars with aspiring writers. They took this
name from the story of E.T.A.Hoffmann titled 'Serapion Brothers', about artistic
freedom. The group included Mikhail Zoschenko, Lev Lunts, Viktor Shklovsky,
Nikolai Tikhonov, Mikhail Slonimsky, Vsevolod Ivanov, and Veniamin
Kaverin.They also attended seminars of Kornei Chukovsky. They lived in the
famous artistic community known as 'Dom Iskusstv' (House of Arts) in a former
aristocratic palace on the Nevsky Prospect in St. Petersburg. The writers of the
group were non-conformists and were in opposition to the official Soviet literature.
Their leader Yevgeni Zamyatin fearlessly criticized Soviet policy of "Red Terror"
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and intimidation of intellectuals under the dictatorship of Joseph Stalin.Tynyanov's
best known work is 'Poruchik Kizhe' (Lieutenant Kije). Y. Tynyanov was born in
Vitebsk, but the family moved to Pskov and he entered one of Pskov schools in
1904. In 1926 he married V. Kaverin’s sister. => KAVERIN, VENIAMIN
ALEKSANDROVICH

U
ULITSA (Russian улица) urban place names (“street”)
E.g.: Some remains of the old city walls can be seen in the underground passage at
the corner of Ulitsa Varvarka and Staraya Ploshchad’. (LonelyPlanet 2003, p. 67)
USPENIYA

U

PAROMA

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE

V
VARANGIANS, the (Russian варяги) (also Varyags, the) historical sometimes
referred to as Variagians, were Vikings, Norsemen, who went eastwards and
southwards through what is now Russia, Belarus and Ukraine mainly in the 9th and
10th centuries. However, according to some scientists the term "Varangians" was
used to refer to any sea travellers, merchants and pirates irrespective of their origin.
The term was used in relation to Vikings as well as to Slavic troops shuttling
between major trade centres of the time and occasionally engaged in warfare. A
similar term in the Russian language is "nemets", which was used with respect to
almost all foreigners from European countries, but primarily with respect to
Germans. In modern Russian this term has only one meaning – "a
German".According to the Primary Chronicle, compiled in about 1113, groups of
Varangians included among others the Swedes, the Rus, the Normans, the Angles
and the Gotlanders. However, due largely to geographic considerations, most of
the Varangians who traveled and settled in the eastern Baltic, Russia and lands to
the south came from the area of modern Sweden. Engaging in trade, piracy and
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mercenary activities, they roamed the river systems and portages of Gardariki,
reaching the Caspian Sea and Constantinople.
E.g.: He had around him Slavs, Varangians, and other peoples and they called
themselves Rus’…. The Slavs called them Varyagi, or Varangians. (Forbes 1970,
p. 12)
VARLAAMA

KHUTYNSKOGO

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
VARVARY VELIKOMICHENITSY TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
VASILIYA

NA

GORKE

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
VASILY III (Russian Василий III) (also Vasili) (1479 -1533) the Grand Prince of
Moscow from 1505 to 1533. He continued the policies of his father Ivan III and
spent most of his reign consolidating Ivan's gains. Vasili annexed the last surviving
autonomous provinces, including Pskov in 1510
VECHE (вече) historical an assembly in medieval Slavic countries, and in late
medieval period, a parliament. By the 14th century Pskov functioned as the capital
of a de-facto sovereign republic. Its most powerful force was the merchants who
brought the town into the Hanseatic league. Pskov's independence was formally
recognized by Novgorod in 1348. Several years later, the veche promulgated a law
code (Pskovskaya Sudnaya Gramota or the Pskov Charter) which was one of the
principal sources of the all-Russian law code issued in 1497. (Cothren 2000, p. 79)
E.g.: The veche probably originated as a deliberative body among early Slavic
tribes. As the tribes settled in permanent trading centres, which later became cities,
the veche remained as an element of democratic rule, sharing power with a prince
and an aristocratic council. Although its power varied from city to city, the veche
generally could accept or reject the prince who “inherited” the city and, by
controlling the town’s militia, could veto a prince’s plans for a military campaign.
[EncBr]
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VELIKAYA RIVER, the (Russian река Великая) geogr. the main waterway of
Pskov.
E.g.: Pskov oblast (province), northwestern Russia. It occupies an area of 21,400
square miles (55,300 square km) in the lowland basins of the Lovat, Shelon, and
Velikaya rivers. [EncBr]
VELIKIYE LUKI geographical a city on the Lovat’ River in the southern part of
Pskovskaya Oblast’. The land of Velikiye Luki is a place of many a significant
event, fatherland to famous historical personas. One of the major places of interest
in Velikiye Luki district is Polibino village. In the estate of their father, Vasiliy
Korvin-Krukovsky, Anna Jaclard – a participant of the Commune of Paris and the
1st International, and Sofiya Kovalevskaya – an outstanding Russian
mathematician, writer and publicist, the first woman in the world to become a
professor of the Stockholm University and a Corresponding Member of Petersburg
Academy of Sciences, spent their infancy and juvenile years; Stupino village,
fatherland to the 1812 war hero, general Sergey Nepeytsyn; Pokaryovo village, the
place of birth of the famous seafarer brothers, Dmitriy and Khariton Laptev. It is
after their name that the Laptev Sea is titled; Milolyub village, homeland to Ivan
Vinogradov, an outstanding soviet mathematician; Senkovo village; in the 17th
century it was the place for one of the 24 largest Russian trade customs;
Uspenskoye village, the family estate and the birthplace of the Narodnaya Volya
brothers, Vasiliy and Nikolay Karaulov. In 1888 Etel Lilian Vojnich – the author
of the”Gadfly” – was staying here.
VEL’YE (Russian Велье) geographical village located within the present-day
Pushkinskiye Gory district was first mentioned in 1368. Its first residents, the
Krivichi Slavs, appeared here long time earlier, in the 8th – 10th centuries, which
is proved by several dozens of burial mounds outside the village, in the forest. The
fortress Velye was built in the middle of the 14th century; it was a part of the
general system of defense structures of the south-western border. The name
‘Velye’ originates from the Finnish word ‘velye’ – ‘spacious’, ‘roomy’. The town
Velye protected a junction of significant overland ways from Kolozhe and
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Opochka to Pskov and Novgorod. Another roadway running through Velye
connected towns of Southern Livonia with Pskov and Novgorod. These ways
played an important economic and strategic role for Pskov and the entire Russian
state. The fortress of Velye was never surrendered to the enemy. Today Velye has
well preserved town structures of the 19th century: estates of merchants –
Boltalovy, Mashnevy and Krestovskiye.
VLADYKA (Russian Владыка) religious a member of the higher order of clergy
including bishops, archbishops and the Metropolitan. (Cothren 2000, p. 87)
E.g.: … I asked, shaken by Vladyka Nikolai’s story (Vladyka, which originally
meant ‘master’ or ‘sovereign’ is the form of address used in conversation with
Russian Orthodox bishops). (Werth 2002, p. 24)
VLASYEVSKAYA

BASHNYA

(Russian

Васильевская

башня)

(also

Vlasyevskaya Tower; St. Blaise Tower) architecture a part of a fortified wall
overlooking the Velikaya river. It has its name after the Church of St. Vlasy from
the Market (Tserkov’ Svyatogo Vlasiya s Torga) which no longer exists. The tower
used to be a defensive fortress, a place to watch everyone coming to the town.
VOKZAL transport& architecture a railway station
VOLYSHOVO (Russian Волышево) geographical the former estate of Stroganov
Counts, located 18 km from Porkhov. The building was erected in the late 18thearly 19th centuries. Around the estate there is a vast park. Over 200 tree species
grow here. In Volyshovo there is a stud-farm breading Orlov trotters for domestic
race tracks and for export trade.
VORONICH (Russian Воронич) geographical the old town site near Trigorskoye,
which used to be a fortress. To the north of the old town site is the third hill of old
Voronich, where the present village of Voronich lies. On its outskirts there is a
country churchyard where stands the wooden family church of the PushkinGannibals, built in the late 18th century. By its walls is a small burial ground with
the grave of the last of the local Gannibals – Veniamin Gannibal, Pushkin's first
cousin, who owned Petrovskoye.
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VOSKRESENIYA SO STADISHCHA TSERKOV’ => ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE
VOSKRESENSKOYE (Russian Воскресенское) geographical a family estate of
the Hannibals located in Pushkinskiye Gory was granted by A.P. Hannibal to his
son I.A. Hannibal, uncle of the poet A. Pushkin. The poet liked to stay in
Voskresenskoye. In 1918 Voskresenskoye together with the manor house, the
tannery, the mill and household outbuildings were burnt down due to the
Bolsheviks order. Today some remaining parts of the park still exist, with old trees
and basement stones of former structur
VSEVOLOD-GAVRIIL (Russian Всеволод Гавриил) the patron saint of the city
of Pskov, ruled as Prince of Novgorod in 1117-32, Prince of Pereslavl (1132) and
Prince of Pskov in 1137-38.
E.g.: The cult of Vsevolod Gavriil… gained all-Russian recognition in 1549. (Mac
Robert 1998, p. 30)
VYBUTY (Russian Выбуты) geographical a place where Princess Olga was born.
It is situated at the left bank of River Velikaya 15 km upstream from Pskov.
Vybuty used to be a location of a strategically important ford across the river.
Tserkov' Il'i Proroka (Church of St. Ilia the Prophet, 15th century) is preserved.
One gets to Vybuty either on feet from Pskov along the river bank, or by car (road
to Palkino, after the railway crossing at the exit from Pskov one goes on straight
for 8 km and then looks for the sign to the church). There is apparently no public
transportation, but one can walk 2 km from the road Pskov – Palkino.
VYSHEGOROD (Russian Вышегород) geographical village Vyshegorod,
Pozherevitskaya volost’, Dedovichi district. Vyshegorod settlement is an insular
fortification. It is located in the north-eastern outskirts of village Vyshegorod upon
a natural high hill, occupying a dominant spot of the area. Vyshegorod takes up a
special place among the Pskov Land’s ancient settlements of the 14-16th centuries
known in historical documents as Pskov suburbia. Sources mention Vyshegorod
starting at the turn of 14-15th centuries, but never call it a suburb. Located on the
border with the Novgorod Land and part of the Naverezhskaya Guba, Vyshegorod
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was a reliable Novgorodian fortress. In 1471, using Vyshegorod as an outset base,
the Novgorodians started against the Pskov Land: ‘In summer 6979 (1471)
Novgorodians entered from abroad at Vyshegorod and in Naverezhskaya Guba and
burnt many a house and the St. Nicholas Church...’ In same year 1471 Pskovites
marched against Novgorod under Prince Ivan Vasilyevich and besieged
Vyshegorod: ‘Pskovites... numbering up to 10 thousands, advanced across the
border with Prince Vasiliy Fyodorovich and besieged Vyshegorod and waged war
in the lands’. Perhaps in the late 15th century Vyshegorod ceased to exist as a
fortress, as 16th century documents do not list it among towns.

W
WONDER-WORKER (Russian Чудотворец) (also Miracle-Worker) [Russ.
“Chudotvorets”] religious a saint person capable of working miracles. (DR 2002,
p. 512)
E.g.: … the heralded Siberian ‘miracle worker’ was in his early thirties. (Massie
1967, p. 212)

Y
YAMSHCHIKOV, SAVVA VASILIYEVICH (Russian Ямщиков Савва
Васильевич) (1938-2009) the famous art-historian, fine art restorer and publicist.
Last years Savva Yamshchikov was bidding for the maintenance of the historical
character of the ancient city of Pskov. His name is associated with the maintenance
of the cultural heritage of Russia.
YAMSKOGO PALATY => CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
YELEAZAROVSKY MONASTERY (Russian Елизаровский монастырь) (also
Yelizarov Monastery, St. Elizary Spas Monastery) architecture a small convent
founded in 1447 to the north of Pskov, along the road leading to Gdov, by a local
peasant named Eleazar. He constructed the wooden church of Three Holy Fathers,
wherein he was interred upon his death on 15 May 1481. Eleazar was canonized at
the Stoglavy Sobor in 1551. In the mid-16th century, the monastery was heavily
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fortified and attained a position of great importance and celebrity, owing to its
learned hegumen, Philotheus of Pskov, who is credited with authorship of the
Legend of the White Cowl and the Third Rome prophesy. It was during his
hegumenship that the monastery became known for its school of icon-painters and
its still-standing cathedral was built.
E.g.: The idea took shape in a massage adressed by a monk called Philoteus from
the Yelizarov Monastery in Pskov to Vasily III. (Barnett 20008, p. 9)

Z
ZAKHAB (Russian захаб) architectural
E.g.: The Pskovski Zakhab was provided with the Pskovskaya Tower…A zakhab
was usually provided with two gates. (Dennis 2007, p. 42)
ZALITA ISLAND (Russian остров Залита) geographical the eastern of the three
islands of the Talabsky archipelago, located in Pskovskoye Lake. It’s considered to
be a spiritual center of Pskovskoye Lake along with its church of St. Nicholas. The
church of St. Nicholas was first mentioned in the chronicles in 1585-1587. The
frescoes by unknown master still remain on the church walls. Zalita Island is
popular among pilgrims because father Nikolay Guryanov, blessed with holiness
old man, had lived there for 44 years. People all over the country visited him to get
support and spiritual strength.
=> Talabsky archipelago
ZAPOVEDNIK (Russian заповедник) ecology nature reserve
E.g.: There are about 175 natural protected areas in Russia: 100 strictly protected
reserves known as zapovedniks. (Riley 2005, p. 263)
ZAPSKOVYE (Russian Запсковье) geographical the area beyond (on the north
side of ) the Pskova River. (Cothren 2000, p. 113)
ZASTEN’YE (Russian Застенье) historical the name for the area of Pskov south
of Dovmontov Gorod, beginning in the early 14th century; after the Construction of
the Wall of 1375/1380 the term was identical to that of Sredny Gorod, that is all
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the territory south of Dovmontov Gorod within the Wall of 1375/1380. (Cothren
2000, p. 49)
=> DOVMONTOV GOROD
ZAVELICHYE (Russian Завеличье) geographical the area beyond (on the west
side of) the Velikaya River (Cothren 2000, p. 113)
ZHEN-

MIRONOSITS

TSERKOV’

=>

ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE
ZHERAVYA HILL => IZBORSK
ZVONNITSA (Russian звонница) religious & architecture an extension of a
church or a separate construction to house bells; a sort of belfry.
E.g.: …opposite, at the castle wall, is the Sofiskaya Zvonnitsa (15th-17th centuries),
the belfry of St. Sophia’s Cathedral. (Fodor’s89, p. 231)
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Церковь св. Алексея с Поля

reID=50220
http://pskovgo.narod.ru/images/chuch/file

Церковь св. Иоакима и Анны
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s/p0000036.jpg.htm
http://pskovgo.narod.ru/images/chuch/file

Церковь Новое Вознесение

s/p0000035.jpg.htm
http://informpskov.ru/news/28730.html

Церковь св. Георгия со Взвоза

http://pskovgo.narod.ru/images/chuch/file

Церковь св. Ильи Мокрого

s/p0000019.jpg.htm
http://best.photosight.ru/photos/4247584/

Церковь Старого Вознесения

http://www.liveinternet.ru/users/domenik

Церковь св. Петра и Павла с Буя

a_live/post243505176/
http://www.digital-

Церковь св. Николы от Торга

view.ru/index.php?showimage=250
http://walencienne.wordpress.com/tag/

Церковь св. Козьмы и Домиана с
Гремячей Горы

http://www.kaliningradgid.ru/picture/130

Церковь Нерукотворного Образа с

7290686_105.jpg

Жабьей Лавицы

http://swann74.livejournal.com/13638.ht

Церковь св. Козьмы и Домиана с

ml

Примостья

http://temples.ru/show_picture.php?Pictu

Церковь св. Варлаама Хутынского

reID=12559
http://blagosever.ru/novosti/prestolnyj-

Церковь Святых Жён Мироносиц

prazdnik-hrama-zhen-mironosic
http://pskovgo.narod.ru/images/chuch/file

Церковь Николы от Каменной

s/p0000003.jpg.htm

Ограды

http://temples.ru/show_picture.php?Pictu

Церковь св. Варвары

reID=43345

Великомученницы

http://sobory.ru/photo/?photo=75894

Храм св. Димитрия Мироточивого в
Поле

http://ourtravels.ru/viewtopic.php?f=3&t

Церковь св. Николы Чудотворца в

=1202&sid=2a0126df3e4eef72f244abfec

Любятово
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8968028&p=60843
http://www.old-pskov.ru/c_saeib.php

Церковь Иоанна Богослова на
Мишариной Горе

http://www.photoforum.ru/album/8198/p

Церковь св. Константина и Елены

hotos.num.asc.0.0.1.ru.html
http://kapellan.ru/v-pskove-proshel-

Храм Святого Александра Невского

prazdnik-dlya-detej-i-yunoshestva-nashaleksandr-nevskij.html
http://www.photosight.ru/photos/466755

Церковь Богоявления с Запсковья

1/
http://sobory.ru/photo/?photo=85998

Церковь св. Климента Папы
Римского

http://www.golddomes.ru/pskov/pskov20

Церковь Воскресения

.htm

http://autotravel.ru/otklik.php/3328

Дом Масон

http://www.poltava.pl.ua/news/7648/

Матросов Александр Матвеевич

http://mesta.pskovlive.ru/obj/museums/2

Палаты Меньшиковых

64
http://pushkin.ellink.ru/2.asp

Михайловское
Мирожский монастырь

http://mesta.pskovlive.ru/obj/recreation/3

Мальская долина

75
http://www.museumpushkin.ru/info/apart

Музей –квартира Пушкина А.С.

ment-museum-pushkin.html
http://mesta.pskovlive.ru/obj/museums/2

Музей – усадьба

57

Мусоргского М.П.

http://mospark.ru/parki/parki-

Музей – заповедник Коломенское

moskvy/parki-yuao/muzej-zapovednik116

kolomenskoe.html
http://www.mussorgsky.ru/

Мусоргский Модест Петрович

http://www.otels.ru/1457.htm

Золотая набережная

http://nevel.info/index.php?dn=photos&t

Невель

o=image&id=6
http://semyaivera.ru/2012/04/21/svyatitel

Нифонт Новгородский

-nifont-novgorodskiy-zhitie/
http://hramnagorke.ru/gloss/101/1835/

Никандор Псковский

http://www.pskovgo.narod.ru/nikandr.ht

Никандрова Пустынь

m
http://novorzhev.reg60.ru/

Новоржев

http://www.old-pskov.ru/krepost.php

Окольный город

http://kremlion.ru/praviteli/olga/

Ольга, Княгиня Киевская

http://www.bibliopskov.ru/olgapam.htm

Монумент княгине Ольге

http://eva.ru/albumpage/214060/900266/

Скамья Онегина

5502776.htm
opochka.ru

Опочка

http://tainy.info/personalia/morskoj-

Ордин – Нащокин Афанасий

ministr-carya-alekseya-mixajlovicha/

Лаврентьевич

http://www.culture.pskov.ru/ru/persons/o

Осипова – Вульф Прасковья

bject/151

Александровна

http://gksspb.narod.ru/Pskov.html

Остров
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ
APPENDIX
USEFUL VISITOR INFORMATION

HOW TO GET THERE:
Moscow – Pskov: train #10, Leningradskiy railway station
St.Petersburg – Pskov: train #677, Vitebskiy railway station
St.Petersburg – Pskov: by comfortable long distance bus

For further information and visitor details go to:

Pskov Tourism Development Centre + 7 8112 72 4568
www.tourism.pskov.ru
www.pskov.ru (tourism section)
www.culture.pskov.ru (interactive map, virtual tours)

Railway station
Pskovsky railway station Pskov, ul. Vokzal’naya

Buses
City Bus Station Pskov, ul. Vokzal’naya, 21.

Airport
Pskov, ul. Germana, 34. Flights to Moscow, Riga

WHERE TO STAY IN PSKOVSKAYA OBLAST’
“ALOL’”

Pskovskaya

oblast’,

Pustoshkinsky

rayon,

derevnya

(village)

Kholyun’y, http://www.alol.pustoshka.ru
“ARINA R”. Pskovskaya oblast’, Pushkinogorsky raion, derevnya Bugrovo, 1a
www.arinahotel.ru
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“BALTHOUSE” Pskov, Leningradskoe Shosse, 19.
CHUDSKOYE

PODVOR’YE

Pskov

Oblast’,

derevnya

Spitsyno,

www.chudskoye.ru
“DRUZHBA” Pskov oblast’, Pushkinskiye Gory, ul. Lenina, 8
“DVOR PODZNOYEVA” (business-class hotel) Pskov, ul. Nekrasova, 1-6.
www.dvorpodznoeva.ru
“EDEM” Pskov, ul. Rotnaya, 51, (8112) 66-39-57.
“EXPRESS” Pskovskaya oblast’, Velikie Luki, ul.Malisheva, 11a
“FAVORIT” Pskov, ul. Detskaya, 1 B. www.favorit-pskov.ru;
“GARMONIYA PLUS” Pskovskaya oblast’ , Velikie Luki, ul. Furmanova, 5.
hotelharmony@mail.ru
“HELIOPARK OLD ESTATE” (business class hotel) Pskov, ul. VerkhneBeregovaya, 4. www.heliopark.ru.
IDILLIYA

Pskovskaya

oblast’,

Velikie

Luki,

ul.

Vokzal’naya,

18.

http://gostinitsa-vl.narod.ru
KARKUSHIN DOM Pskov, ul. Vorovskogo, 7. (8112)79-09-09, 79-09-03, 7909-01
“KOLOS” Pskov, ul. Krasnykh Partizan, 6.
KROM Pskov, ul. Metallistov, 5. http://hotelkrom.ru
“LUKOMOR’YE” Pskovskaya oblast’, Pechersky rayon, derevnya (village)
Molochkovo, http://www.lukomorie.pskov.ru
“OKTYABRSKAYA” Pskov, Oktyabrsky Prospekt, 36. www.okthotel.ellink.ru
“OLGINSKAYA” Pskov, Paromenskaya, 4. www.sotstour.ru
“PLANETA” Pskovskaya oblast’, Pechory, ul. Mira, 10
“RIZHSKAYA” Pskov, Rizhsky Prospekt, 25
“TEREMOK”

Pskovskaya

oblast’,

Pechorsky

rayon,

posyolok

Krupp

http://www.teremok.pskov.ru/
“TRANZIT” Pskov, ul. Dekabristov, 64. www.pstranzit.ru
“U POKROVKI” Pskov, ul. Karla Libnekhta, 17.
“YUBILEYNAYA” Pskovskaya oblast’, Velikie Luki, ploshchad’ Lenina, 2
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“VOLNA” Pskovskaya oblast’, Opochka, ul. Naberezhnaya, 4
“ZOLOTAYA NABEREZHNAYA” Pskov, Sovetskaya Naberezhnaya, 2. www.
zn-hotel.ru

WHERE TO EAT
“ARISTOKRAT” Pskov, Verkhne-Beregovaya, 4. http://www.heliopark.ru
“AVRORA” Pskov, Oktyabr’sky Prospekt, 36
“DVOR PODZNOEVA” Pskov, ul. Nekrasova, 3. http://dvorpodznoeva.ru
“EVROPEYSKOYE” Pskov, ploshchad’ Pobedy, 1
“FREGAT” Pskov, ul. Voevody Shuyskogo, 9
“GRAFIN” Pskov, ul. Sovetskaya, 83. A newly-opened steak-house.
“KALEIDOSKOP” Pskov, Sireneviy Bul’var, 1a. The restaurant is believed to
be one of the best and most favored addresses of the city.
“MEDEYA” Pskov, Oktybr’sky prospekt, 30
“PRIMOSTYE” Pskov, ul. Sovetskaya Naberezhnaya, 1/2. http://zn-hotel.ru/
“RUBLEV BAR” Pskov, ul. Verkhne-Beregovaya, 4. Sited in Heliopark Old
Estate hotel, serves not just a good meal, but is a place to go if you crave for
creative cuisine.
“STARY TALLINN” Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 54. http://caferp.ru/
BEER RESTAURANTS
“ARSENAL” Pskov, ul. Sverdlova, 43
“BIERHOFF” Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 16. http://bierhoff.ru/
“ KARL FRIDRIKH” Pskov, ul. Lenina, 3
“POZHARKA” Pskov, ul. Nabat, 2a. This tavern is one of Pskovians' most
favored addresses mostly due its location – right opposite the Kremlin, where the
Velikaya and Pskova rivers meet.
“SHVEDSKAYA GORKA” Pskov, ul. Leona Pozemskogo, 70
“SKAZKA VOSTOKA” Pskov, ul. Zapadnaya, 6a
“SUNDUK” Pskov, ploshchad’ Lenina, 1
“TRYUM” Pskov, ul. Rokossovskogo, 2a
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ZOLOTAYA

NABEREZHNAYA

BEER

BAR

Pskov,

Sovetskaya

Naberezhnaya, 2. Zolotaya Naberezhnaya Beer Bar is housed in a recently opened
same name hotel, and boasts an unparalleled view of the river Velikaya and Pskov
Kremlin.

Cafes
“V GORODE N” Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 19
“CHOCOLATE” Pskov, ul. Yana Fabritsiusa, 2/17. The most European-like café
in the city.
“KAKHANOVSKY BUL’VAR’ Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 27 a
“KOFEIN” Pskov, ul. Maksima Gor’kogo, 29
“MEL’NITSA” Pskov, ploshchad’ Lenina, 1; Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 54;
Kommunal’naya, 73
“MOYA ITALIYA” Pskov, ul. Karla Marksa, 23
JAPANESE
“TOKIO” Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 16
“VABASI” Pskov, Oktyabr’skiy prospekt, 15

WHERE TO GO

Museums
MUZEI-KVARTIRA Y.P. SPEGALSKOGO Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 14
MUZEI-KVARTIRA V.I. LENINA Pskov, ul. Lenina, 3
MUZEI

VENIAMINA

KAVERINA

(MUZEI

ROMANA

“DVA

KAPITANA”) Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 7a
ART GALLERIES
Art gallery “NA BASTIONNOI” Pskov, ul. Bastionnaya, 9a, 5th floor
Art gallery “GERTSENA, 6” Pskov, ul. Gertsena, 6
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Exhibitions
“DOM REMYOSEL” (Crafts House), ul. Nekrasova, 8
“SOYUZ KHUDOZHNIKOV ROSSII” (The Association of the artists of
Russia) Pskov, ul. Lenina, 1

Cinemas
“OKTYABR’” CINEMA Pskov, ploshchad’ Lenina, 3
“POBEDA” CINEMA Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 17

Night Life
KSK SUPER (night club; djs; concerts; bowling; billiards) Pskov, Oktyabr’sky
prospekt, 56 http://www.superpskov.ru/
PLATFORMA (bowling) Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 16
R-16 (night club) Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 16 http://www.r-16.ru/
TIR CLUB (Rock concerts) Pskov, ul. Sverdlova, 52. http://www.tirclub.ru/
SHOPPING

Supermarkets
DOM TORGOVLI Pskov, ul. Yana Fabritsiusa, 10 a
GULLIVER Pskov, ul. Kommunal’naya, 71
IMPERIAL Pskov, ul. Kommunal’naya, 41
LENTA Pskov, Rizhsky prospect, 96Б
MAKSIMUS Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 54
YUNOST’ Pskov, Rizhsky prospekt, 31

Souvenirs
GONCHAR Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 16
NAKHODKA Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 18
NASLEDIYE Pskov, Oktyabrsky prospekt, 4; Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 25
SUVENIRNYI MAGAZIN Pskov, Oktyabr’sky prospekt, 32
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Sanatoria
“ALOL’”

Pskovskaya

oblast’,

Pustoshkinsky

rayon,

derevnya

(village)

Kholyun’y, http://alol.pustoshka.ru
“BOR BEL’KOVO” Pechorsky rayon, Izborskaya volost’,

http://bor-

belkovo.ru
“CHERYOKHA” Pskov, ul. Sanatornaya, 3,

http://cherekha.ru

“CHUDSKOYE

Oblast’,

PODVOR’YE”

Pskov

derevnya

Spitsyno,

http://chudskoye.ru
“GOLUB’IYE OZERA” Pskovskaya oblast’, Nevel’sky rayon, http://goluboz.ru/
“KHILOVO” Pskovskaya oblast’, Porkhovsky rayon, derevnya (village) Khilovo,
http://hilovo.com
“LUKOMOR’YE” Pskovskaya oblast’, Pechorsky rayon, lukomorie.ucoz.ru
“RUSSKOYE PODVOR’YE” Pskovskaya oblast’, Kruppskaya volost’,
http://ruspod.narod.ru
“SKIF” Pskovskaya oblast’, Nevel’sky rayon,

http://bo-skif.ru/

“TEREMOK” Pskovskaya oblast’, Pechorsky rayon, derevnya (village) Krupp,
http://teremok.pskov.ru
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Это Псков!
Я немало красот на земле повидал
И немало сменил городов.
Но в одном я особенным духом дышал Это Псков, это Псков, это Псков!
Устремляется ввысь пятиглавый собор,
Звоном радует в утренний час,
Словно он с небесами ведет разговор
О России, о Пскове, о нас.
Если в этом краю твои дом и семья,
Значит в жизни тебе повезло,
Ведь пропитана святостью эта земля,
В ней сердец богатырских тепло.
Т.Рыжова That's Pskov!
I have travelled a lot, I have seen many lands,
Many beautiful cities I love.
But a special spirit I found in one That's the city of ancient Pskov!
The five-headed Cathedral that rises erect
Welcomes morning with wonderful chimes
As if asking the sky to forgive and protect
Our Russia, our Pskov and Pskovites.
If your home is here and here is your friend
Thank your stars for the rarest luck,
For you live in the heart of the holiest land
Warm with ancient heroes’ pluck.
T.Ryzhova
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